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Optimus Education Resources 
are devoted to helping 
educational establishments 
provide an engaging and stable 
careers education programme. 
Although both time and budget 
may be limited, we are confident 
that we have something for 
everyone. This catalogue 
highlights the newest and most 
popular titles and there will be 
additional exciting publications 
launched throughout the year 
which we will continue to update 
you on! Explore the ever growing 
range of resources designed to 
inspire, stimulate and support 
you and your students; from 
books and software to games and 
posters for all ages and abilities. 

New to careers? We have some 
great value resource packs, 
poster sets, student workbooks 
and ready-made lesson plans 
which all provide timesaving, 
cost-effective solutions to your 
careers education needs. The 
Prospects Qualifications Centre 
is the market leader for CEIAG 
related qualifications and 
Optimus Education are proud to 
be a licenced award provider for 
the National Quality In Careers 
Standard. 

Our customer service team are 
always here to help you with 
friendly, impartial advice to 
ensure you receive the best 
resources for your needs. We are 
always happy to provide sample 
pages, free software trials and no 
obligation quotes. So, whether it 
is careers qualifications, a Quality 
In Careers Standard provider or 
inspiring resources to support 
your careers delivery, here at 
Optimus Education we have 
it covered. We look forward to 
hearing from you soon.

Contact Us
01229 814 840

resources@prospects.co.uk

prospectseducationresources.co.uk

Optimus Education Resources 
East Reach House 
East Reach 
Taunton 
TA1 3EN
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This money-saving set includes:  HEAP 2021: Degree Course Offers, How to Complete 
Your UCAS Application 2021 Entry, How to Write a Winning UCAS Personal Statement, 
University Interviews and the latest editions of the 10 Getting Into Course Guides; Getting 
into Art and Design Courses, Getting into Business and Economics Courses, Getting 
into Law, Getting into Medical School 2021 Entry, Getting into Oxford and Cambridge 
2021 Entry, Getting into Dental School, Getting into Engineering Courses, Getting 
into Pharamacy and Pharmacology Courses, Getting into Physiotherapy Courses and 
Getting into Psychology Courses.

£194.99  ISBN 978 1 912943 32 6 | May 2020

Student Library 
Set 2020-21

Reduced from the RRP of £132.92. This is a great pack of essential library resources for 
students. It consists of: Careers 2020, The Bonkers Book of Jobs, Ethical Careers Guide, 
Working in Creative Careers, Working in Higher and Degree Apprenticeships, Working 
in STEM, Working in Key Occpuations for the Future, Working in Careers Relating to 
Your Favourite Subjects, Working in Enterprising Careers.

Starter Schools 
Resource Pack 
2019-21 (Available from May)

RESOURCE 
PACKS

£109.99 ISBN 978 6 000027 74 2 | Nov 2019

Complete 
University Set 
(Available from May)

Working in...
The comprehensive career guides

Creative Careers

prospects

Working in...
The comprehensive career guides

Higher and Degree
Apprenticeships

prospects

Working in...
The comprehensive career guides

Enterprising
Careers

prospects

A great starting point on which to build 
your career resources that includes: 
Occupations 2019-2021, Surfing 
Occupations (2nd Edition) and 
#Jobsearch: Helping You to Get the Job 
or Apprenticeship You Want. 

£74.99 
ISBN 978 6 000026 71 4 |  May 2019

Save time and money 
with our great value, 
ready-made resource 
packs.

Essential Schools 
Resource Pack 
2020-21 (Available from May)
Our best-selling resource pack has been 
updated for 2020 - 21 and includes 6 
essential resources: The Bonkers Book of 
Jobs, Careers 2020, The Apprenticeship 
Guide 2020, Heap 2021: University Degree 
Course Offers, Which A Levels and Personal 
Development Guide.

£133.99  ISBN 978 6 000027 71 1 | May 2020

Save over £14

Save over £22

Save over £15

Save over £37
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RESOURCE PACKS

Higher Education 
Resource Pack 2020-21
(Available from May)

This value resource pack, which is ideal for schools and sixth forms, has been 
updated with the newest editions and includes a total of 8 titles:  
Getting Into Oxford & Cambridge 2021 Entry, How to Complete Your UCAS 
Application: 2021 Entry, What Do Graduates Do?, Which A Levels, HEAP 2021: 
University Degree Course Offers, The Times Good University Guide 2021, The 
Apprenticeship Guide 2020 and Get into Medical School Undergraduates UK 
2020/21.

£152.99 ISBN 9786000027 72 8 | May 2020

Save over £40

Save over £21
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Reduced from the RRP of £274.85 this digital bundle includes: 

Apprenticeships in… PDF: a series of apprenticeships leaflets providing 
an introduction as to what the job is really like, the skills and qualifications 
needed, advice about how to get an apprenticeship as well as how to prepare 
for interviews.

Career Ideas PDF: a set of 33 full colour, single-sided sheets covering a range 
of subjects and the job areas they may lead to.

HE Ideas Posters PDF: a set of 23 full colour, single sided sheets covering a 
range of level 3 subjects and the higher education courses they may lead to.

Directions 2020 PDF: an A4, 36 page workbook aimed at young people 
choosing their options in Year 8 or Year 9. Young people are encouraged to 
think about factors they need to consider when making decisions about their 
Key Stage 4 options.

£233 +VAT  ISBN 978 6 000027 70 4 | Mar 2020

PDF Digital Resource Pack 
2020-2021n

ew
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Special  
offer 

CAREERS 
RESOURCES 

FOR TEACHERS
Careers 2020
From jobs in IT and the 
NHS to apprenticeships and 
government jobs, give students 
a head start with this impressive guide to 
career choices. The only annually updated 
careers directory, this well-established 
school library staple is now in its 16th 
edition. With in-depth job profiles that 
highlight essential requirements and conditions of the role, 
students are given a comprehensible overview so they can find 
a job that is a good fit for them. Arranged alphabetically by job 
sector, Careers 2020 opens up a range of opportunities for students 
giving them the knowledge to pursue a career that is right for them.

£45.00  ISBN 978 1 911067 89 4 | Oct 2019

Gatsby 4: Subject Guides - 
Booklets and Posters Set, 
Second Edition

Great News! The 2019-2020 edition of the 
Gatsby Benchmark 4 Complete Resource Pack is 
now in stock.
These new editions of this bestseller have got a new design, with 
three new subjects also added to the pack (Drama, Music and P.E.).

Subjects include: art and design, biology, business, chemistry, 
computer science, design and technology, drama, economics, 
English, geography, history, languages, mathematics, music, PE, 
physics, psychology, and sociology.

This new pack includes:
• 18 Subject Guides
• 18 Subject Skills Posters
• 90 Lesson Plans (Knowledge)
• 90 Lesson Plans (Skills)

Designed to help fulfil Gatsby benchmark 4 for KS3, 4 & 5 our 
School and College Pack developed with careers advisors and 
subject teachers the pack includes: 

This resource is designed to help you fulfil your Gatsby 
benchmarks and meet your Ofsted requirements. Contains 
booklets and posters organised by school subject. The booklets 
challenge stereotypical thinking and raise aspirations by looking at 
how skills developed in the subject prepare students for a variety 
of career pathways. 

*Posters and Lesson Plans available to purchase separately.

£399.99 ISBN 978600002748 3 | Oct 2020

The Careers Leaders 
Handbook
Following the requirements for schools to 
have named careers leaders in place, this 
book provides careers leaders with everything 
they need to know to lead effectively and 
devlop their role and expertise. It’s suitable 
for anyone who is already a careers leader, 
about to become one, or in involved in the training of future 
career leaders. The book is based around the Gatsby Benchmarks, 
covering each benchmark in turn, offering practical advice and 
ideas on what constitutes a good careers programme and what 
the role of careers leader is. There’s an accompanying companion 
website with further tools and resources too.

£24.99  ISBN 978 1 844556 52 6 | Oct 2018

Pack of 2
 £80.00 ISBN 978 1 912943 12 8 | Oct 2019

best 
seller

best 
seller
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Occupations 
& Surfing 
Occupations 
Bundle

Save £10 with this bundle. A copy of 
the essential careers encyclopaedia 
Occupations 2019-21 and a copy 
of the desktop companion Surfing 
Occupations (2nd Edition).

£69.99  
ISBN 978 6 000026 70 7 | May 2019

Occupations 2019-2021
This comprehensive careers encyclopaedia contains 750 job 
profiles arranged into job families and a full alphabetical index. 
Each job profile includes; basic information, work activities, 
personal qualities and skills required, pay and opportunities, 
entry routes, training and qualifications and adult opportunities. 
Each section includes a list of organisations providing further 
information about the occupational area.  Following customer 
feedback we have condensed it into a more manageable size.

£44.99  ISBN 978 1 910135 16 7 | May 2019

Surfing Occupations (2nd Edition) 
A desktop companion to websites offering careers 
information and advice. Jobs are grouped by sector and 
useful colour-coded tabs provide easy navigation.

£27.99  ISBN 978 6 000026 69 1 | Apr 2019

A-Z of Careers & Jobs
From accountant to zoologist, this new 
edition of The A-Z of Careers and Jobs is 
the one-stop guide for insightful guidance 
on more than 300 different career areas in 
the UK. It’s a quick and informative way to 
find out about what jobs and careers are 
out there, from traditional roles to brand 
new opportunities in the digital world. For 
those looking for their first job after school 
or university, or for anyone considering a 

change of career, this book provides reliable and up-to-date advice 
on a wide range of professions to help them choose the right path.
It covers practical issues such as the extent of job opportunities in 
each industry, what personal skills are needed, what experience is 
required, entry qualifications, training, as well as typical earnings 
and starting salaries. This book is designed to help identify what 
personal strengths fit to what kinds of work and what skills should 
be highlighted on a CV. It is also a valuable resource for careers 
advisers working in schools, colleges and universities who need to 
keep track of new developments - such as new roles and routes of 
entry, professional associations and exams - to offer the very best 
guidance to today’s job hunters.

£19.99  ISBN 978 0 749482 30 5 | May 2018

I Want To Be…  
The Big Book of Jobs

Aimed at Key Stage 2 learners “I Want to Be...” is a careers 
encyclopaedia with basic information about a range of 
occupations in 23 job families. Contains over 100 job profiles, each 
with a colour illustration and a description of the typical work 
activities of that job, the skills required for success and the usual 
place of work. Also comes with a range of classroom activities and 
worksheets. Photocopiable, A4 spiral bound. 

£59.99  ISBN 978 1 910135 14 3 | Feb 2018

145

“I Want To Be...” The Big Book of Jobs 

 © Prospects 2018

I know about the job of...  

I know about the job of...  
?

?  

?

an airline pilot

Security and armed forces

Transport and logistics

Social work and counselling services

  What does an airline pilot do? 

Airline pilots fly people to destinations throughout 

the world. Before take-off, they study flight plans and make 

sure that the controls of the aircraft are working 

properly. They also have to check weather 

conditions and talk to air traffic controllers. 

They are in charge of a crew, who look after the 

passengers. Most aircraft are operated by a captain 

and a co-pilot. 
Pilots make announcements to passengers, telling 

them about the flight, weather conditions and other 

interesting details. 
Pilots must be alert at all times, as they have to be 

ready to react quickly to any warnings or changes in 

weather conditions. 

In an emergency, the pilot has to decide what action 

to take. When the aircraft has landed, the pilot drives it to its 

final position.  The pilot has to make a report about 

any problems.  What skills do they need?

To do well in this career, you’ll need: 

To be able to demonstrate leadership qualities 

and good, clear communication skills. 

To feel comfortable taking responsibility and 

be prepared to make important decisions 

calmly and quickly. 
Good hand-eye co-ordination. 

An interest in aviation and some knowledge 

of the subject. Good vision and normal colour vision plus an 

excellent level of health and fitness.

  Where do they work?

 ●
Employers are airlines, large and small. 

 ●
Pilots work from airports throughout the UK.

 ●
There are jobs for UK trained pilots with foreign 

airlines and with the armed forces.

Could you be your own boss?

 ●
Only a few pilots tend to be self-employed.

What other jobs are similar?

 
 

Air Traffic Controller
Helicopter Pilot

When I Grow Up.indd   145
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I know about the job of...  
?

?  

?

a police officer

Security and armed forces

Transport and logistics

Social work and counselling services

  What does a police officer do? 

Police officers keep law and order. They protect 

people and property, making neighbourhoods safer 

places to live and work in.

Officers try to prevent and reduce crime. They 

investigate crimes that have taken place. They are 

also called to accidents and emergencies. 

Uniformed officers can specialise in areas such as: 

 ●
community safety/liaison /the traffic/motorway 

section  ●
specialist support for families, victims and 

witnesses 
 ●

underwater search units /dog-handling

 ●
the mounted police 

 ●
firearms units / air support units. 

  What skills do they need?

As a police officer, you’ll need to be able to: 

Understand, respect and deal with people of 

all ages and backgrounds. 

Handle difficult situations with sensitivity. 

Have excellent communication skills.

Work well as a member of a team. 

Organise and motivate yourself. 

Act quickly and keep calm and confident in 

emergencies. Gather information from different sources and 

record details accurately. 
  Where do they work?

 ●
Employers are police services and the British 

Transport Police, throughout England and Wales.

 ●
Other organisations that have a police force 

include the Ministry of Defence and the Ports of 

Dover and Liverpool. 

 ●
There are jobs for police officers in towns, cities 

and rural areas throughout England and Wales.

Could you be your own boss?

 ●
Police officers do not tend to be self-employed.

What other jobs are similar?

 
 

Civil Enforcement Officer
Immigration Officer

Police Community Support Officer

 

Prison Officer

 

Security Guard

When I Grow Up.indd   134
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“I  Want To Be...” The Big Book of Jobs

I know about the job of...  

?

?

?
a florist

Performing arts

Retail sales and customer services

Science, mathematics and statistics

Personal and cleaning support services

Lorem ipsum

  What does a florist do? 

Florists sell flowers and plants to the public and 

make up flower displays to order. 

A florist’s duties usually include: 

 ●
Ordering, unpacking and caring for flowers and 

plants.  ●
Making up bouquets and arrangements.

 ●
Helping customers to choose suitable designs, 

flowers and plants for  different occasions. 

 ●
Setting up displays at conferences or 

exhibitions. 
 ●

Delivering displays or arrangements to homes, 

offices and event venues. 

 ●
Tidying displays, sweeping the shop floor and 

washing containers. 
  What skills do they need?

To do this job well, you’ll need to be:

Polite, friendly, efficient and helpful.

Good at talking to all sorts of people and you 

will need a good telephone manner for taking 

orders.
Creative and good with your hands.

Organised and be able to work to deadlines.

Good with numbers.
The stamina to work in a shop all day, 

sometimes lifting and carrying vases full of 

flowers.

  Where do they work?

 ●
Most florist shops are small businesses 

employing fewer than five people, although 

some are part of a chain of florists. A few large 

hotels, event organisers and undertakers might 

employ florists.
 ●

There are jobs for florists in every town and city 

throughout the UK. 

Could you be your own boss?

 ●
Opportunities do occur for florists to become 

self-employed.

123

What other jobs are similar?

 
 

 

Gardener

 

Horticultural Worker

 

Landscape Gardener/Designer

 

Shop Assistant

When I Grow Up.indd   120
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I know about the job of...  

?

?

?

a toolmakerS i g n

Design, Arts and crafts

Engineering

Environments, plants and animals

Education and training

  What does a toolmaker do? 

Toolmakers use traditional skills, with the very latest 

technology, in order to develop and maintain tools 

and machinery.
Toolmakers produce machine tools, which are used 

in manufacturing.
Toolmakers make moulds to form shapes. They 

also make special devices that hold parts in place 

and guide cutting tools (jigs), and dies, which are 

shaped blocks that are used to cut, stamp or press 

materials.Toolmakers use special, technical drawings to learn 

about the product. 
They operate special engineering machines, such 

as lathes and grinding, milling and boring machines 

to shape the product.

Toolmakers use hand tools such as files, and small 

machines like grinding and polishing machines, to 

smooth and finish a tool. Sometimes toolmakers 

also make repairs to tools.

Toolmakers usually wear safety clothes such as 

overalls, as well as safety glasses and hearing 

protectors.

  What skills do they need?

As a toolmaker, you’ll need:

To be very accurate in your work.

To be able to read, understand and study 

engineering drawings.

Good number skills.
To be able to work without supervision, as 

many toolmakers work alone.

  Where do they work?

 ●
Toolmakers work for heavy and light 

engineering firms involved in manufacturing and 

plastics processing.

 ●
There are jobs for toolmakers in engineering 

workshops in towns and cities throughout the 

UK.Could you be your own boss?

 ●
Toolmakers do not tend to be self-employed.

123
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What other jobs are similar?

 
 

 
 

BlacksmithLocksmith
Machine Operator

Maintenance Engineer
Metal Engraver

Sheet Metal Worker/PlaterWelder

When I Grow Up.indd   52
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“I Want To Be...”
THE 

BIG 
BOOK 

OF JOBS

Cover.indd   1 30/01/2018   11:28:05

The Careers Directory 2020
This is an indispensable career companion for anyone of A-level standard (or equivalent) - whether currently 
studying and thinking about which career area to go into, or at work and looking for a change. It encourages 
readers to take hold of their own career destiny by uncovering the truth about what it takes to get into some 425 
professional careers. The “workbrief” system allows quick comparisons of different careers and acts as a useful tool 
for analysing specific jobs.

£14.99  ISBN 978 1 906711 34 4 | Sept 2019

Pack of 2
 £79.99 ISBN 978 6 000026 68 4 | May 2019

CAREERS RESOURCES FOR TEACHERS
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Career Guidance 
Charts: Vol 1 (2nd Edition)

Careers Guidance Charts 
eBook Online (Annual Licence)

The popular CGC publication is now available online with 
expanded features. This digital magazine can be accessed from 
internet enabled pc or tablet device. The publication contains 64 
career charts covering subjects from art to uniform services in a 
single magazine of 136 pages. Each chart has supporting ’Outlook’ 
information for each sector and ‘what skills will I learn’ for each 
subject and includes our new career site index. Use in guidance 
activity as a power point for group work or to assist the public at an 
options event. Designed for KS3 and KS4 students, the charts have 
application to both career decisions and HE options. 

£90.00 +VAT  ISBN 978 6 000022 88 4

With over 1700 careers in 53 pages, this publication 
packs a range of occupational titles into a 
comprehensive series of career families. The 
charts cover every major curriculum subject and 
34 vocational industries. Each chart aims to inspire learners to consider the variety of 
opportunities within a sector. Flip to careers in film and TV and explore the variety of roles 
within production, performance or responsibilities on set. Use each chart to guide students 
to a broader understanding of the sector they want to explore, help them gain context 
or consider other careers they may not have been aware of. Use the charts in vocational 
lessons, career drop-ins, or options evenings. An excellent resource for careers libraries, 
advisors and curriculum staff. A4. 

£40.00 ISBN 978 6 000024 25 3 | Dec 2015

Careers Guidance Charts
With over 600 careers in 21 charts this publication expands on the popular first 
volume with new sectors and career titles. Wire bound, A4 landscape, 24 colour 
pages.

Vol 2               £25.00       ISBN 978 6 000023 09 6 | Mar 2015

Vol 3                £30.00      ISBN 978 6 000026 42 4 | Feb 2019

Career Guidance 
Charts 2018 (A5)
82 charts 
detailing over 
2,300 careers. 
This new 
companion 
combines 
the charts from Volume 1 and Volume 
2 along with some brand new charts in a 
new smaller size. 

A5 spiral bound.
£40.00 

ISBN 978 6 000025 56 4 | Sept 2017

CAREERS RESOURCES FOR TEACHERS
n

ew
Career Journeys for Young 
People: A Starter Guide for 
Parents and Carers
Compiled by The Careers Writers 
Association: Understand the many career 
options for young people. This book covers 
all the key stages of a careers journey and 
tells it like it is, providing essential inside 
information, knowhow and tips. Adults are 
key influencers;  this book will help them 
point the children in the right direction.

£13.99           ISBN 978 1 999610 93 7 | Mar 2019

Creative Career Coaching: 
Theory into Practice
Creative Career Coaching: Theory into Practice 
is an innovative book for career development 
students and professionals aiming to 
creatively progress their coaching practice. 
Without losing sight of fundamental coaching 
values and practices, it encourages career 
development professionals to adapt their 
practice by harnessing imagination, intuition 
and critical reflection to engage clients.

£24.99 ISBN 978 1 138543 59 1 | Nov 2018

Features: 136 pages of information, animated page turner, 
chart index, print, thumbnail, search facility and book mark. 

Slide or animate the pages, optimised for pc and looks great on 
tablet devices. Obtain releases of new charts here first. Purchased 
as an annual online licence.
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Entertainment Journalism is a practical 
guide to one of the most highly visible areas 
of media practice. Drawing on 20 years’ 
experience as an entertainment journalist, 
the author gives a comprehensive overview 
of journalistic reporting on the arts 
industries, with particular focus on film, 
music, TV and celebrity gossip. Interviews 
with industry professionals appear 
throughout, from current editors of the 
biggest entertainment brands, Hollywood bureau chiefs and critics 
to consumer publicists, multimedia content producers, live radio 
correspondents, video makers, TV presenters and social media 
specialists.
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Behind the 
Scenes Series
This series, aimed at KS3, takes a look 
behind the scenes at a variety of creative 
and media industries. The books give an 
overview of the various jobs available and 
features first-hand accounts of people 
working in each industry. ‘Planning ahead’ 
panels encourage readers to think about 
their interests and talents in relation to 
the skills needed in different jobs. Each 
book features frequently asked questions, 
a comprehensive glossary and page of 
further information. Paperback editions.

Fashion Careers 
£9.99 ISBN 978 1 474738 15 6 | May 2018

Film Careers 
£9.99  ISBN 978 1 474738 17 0 | May 2018

Music Careers 
£9.99  ISBN 978 1 474738 16 3 | May 2018

Creative Careers Series
Creative Careers titles 
are designed to help 
bridge the gap between 
academia and a first job 
in the creative industries. 
Brimming with helpful 
tips and facts about the 
world of work and packed 
with examples, they offer an 
essential guide for any emerging 
creative practitioner.

Becoming a Successful Graphic Designer
£26.99 ISBN 978 1 472591 19 7 | Feb 2016

Becoming a Successful Illustrator
£26.99 ISBN 978 1 474284 24 0 | Nov 2017

The Publishing Business                                                         
£28.99 ISBN 978 1 474249 51 5 | Feb 2018

I Can Get Paid for That?
This book is both an inspirational and 
a practical guidebook that profiles 99 
interesting, unusual and relatively unexplored 
creative career options - from smoke jumpers 
to fortune-cookie writers, truffle hunters to 
food stylists and golf-ball divers to perfumers. 
While some of the featured careers may not 
be for everyone (taxidermy, anyone?) others 
may be the perfect fit for someone’s skill set, 
interests, talents and curiosities. This book 
is an uplifting, positive guide for those that like to think outside 
the box. Think of it as the alternative career guide your guidance 
counselor was too afraid to talk about.

£10.99  ISBN 978 1 925418 42 2 | Mar 2018

Ethical Careers Guide:  
How to Find Work You’ll Love
The Ethical Careers Guide is aimed at 
anyone who wants to do something 
meaningful with their working life, for both 
those seeking their first job and those 
looking for a career-change. It aims to 
inform and inspire readers - helping them 
to identify the best steps towards a work 
life that fits with their morals, makes them 
feel good about going to work and isn’t just 
about money.

£12.99  ISBN 978 1 780263 22 9 | Jan 2017

All you Need to Know About 
the Music Business
All You Need to Know About the Music 
Business by veteran music lawyer Don 
Passman--dubbed “the industry bible” by 
the Los Angeles Times--is now updated to 
address the biggest transformation of the 
music industry yet: streaming.

For more than twenty-five years, All You Need 
to Know About the Music Business has been 
universally regarded as the definitive guide 
to the music industry. Now in its tenth edition, Donald Passman 
leads novices and experts alike through what has been the most 
profound change in the music business since the days of wax 
cylinders and piano rolls. For the first time in history, music is no 
longer monetized by selling something--it’s monetized by how 
many times listeners stream a song. And that completely changes 
the ecosystem of the business, as Passman explains in detail.

£35.00  ISBN 978 1 501122 18 7 | Sep 2019

£29.99 ISBN 978 1 138649 38 5 | Mar 2018

Entertainment Journalism: 
Making It Your Career  
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How To Become A 
Police Officer is the 
most up-to-date guide 
available for anyone 
aspiring to become a 
UK police officer. The 
guide has been written in 
conjunction with current 
serving police officers 
to bring you the very latest recruitment 
tips and advice based on the new core 
competencies of serving the public, 
openness to change, service delivery, 
public service, professionalism, decision 
making and working with others. The 
guide for aspiring police officers includes 
tips on passing the application form 
(including sample responses), competency 
based interview questions, role play and 
interactive exercises, the new tests, report 
writing and there is even a section on the 
police final interview. If you are SERIOUS 
about becoming a police officer then this is 
the only guide you need.

How to Become a 
Teacher
The ultimate guide 
for anyone looking 
to become a primary 
or secondary 
school teacher in 
the UK. Covering 
seven different 
training routes this 
comprehensive guide provides a full and 
detailed insight into the complexities 
of teaching in the UK. Packed with top 
teaching tips, interview questions and 
answers and sample lesson plans; this is 
the best resource available for aspiring 
teachers. The 2017 edition contains: 
detailed information on the teaching 
core competencies, a breakdown of 
the different teacher training routes, 
CV, cover letter and application form 
examples that you can use to tailor 
your own successful responses and 
CVs. You will also be provided with 
practice mock QTS test questions 
and answers and detailed teacher 
interview questions and answers with 
step-by-step breakdowns to creating 
your own interview responses. This 
comprehensive 250-page teacher career 
guide also includes the very latest 
information on the teaching world, 
including a full year in the life segment 
of a trainee teacher and proven insider 
tips.

£13.00 
ISBN 978 1 910602 94 2 | Aug 2016

How 2 Become: a 
Beauty Therapist
The ultimate guide, to 
help prepare you for 
a career as a beauty 
therapist. This guide will 
take you through the 
process of becoming a 
beauty therapist. It has 
been packed full with 
information about the 
industry; from college courses to salon 
management, mobile beauty therapy and 
working on a cruise ship. Using our mock 
interview questions and answers, you 
can ensure that you are knowledgeable 
and prepared for any application form or 
interview you might encounter and give 
yourself the best chance of employment. 
We have also inserted multiple practice 
examination questions, college module 
guides and treatment techniques, to 
guarantee you have all of the best 
information at your disposal. Containing 
insider advice, real day in the life segments 
and expert tips and tricks, this book is the 
most complete and comprehensive guide 
available for aspiring beauty therapists.

£13.00 
ISBN 978 1 910602 21 8 | May 2017

How 2 Become: 
a Crime Scene 
Investigator
This guide gives a 
comprehensive overview 
of everything that is 
needed in order to 
become a crime scene 
investigator. With 
the help of insider 
experts, the book will 
take you through the 
entire process: from application stage to 
assessment centre, interview to medical 
check-up. By the end of this resource, you 
will be perfectly placed to apply for a job 
as a crime scene investigator!

£15.00 
ISBN 978 1 911259 32 9 | Mar 2017

How 2 Become:  
a Police Inspector 
Direct Entry
This is the most 
comprehensive guide 
available to passing 
the police inspector 
application process, 
taking you through 
the entire selection 
process. From 
application form to 
interview it covers 
every single stage in detail, breaking down 
the core competencies, demonstrating 
what makes a great police inspector and 
providing an enormous range of practice 
tests and questions. Also includes; an in-
depth explanation of what makes a good 
police inspector; what you will be assessed 
on throughout your application and how 
to increase your chances of success; a 
broad range of practice questions and tips 
and tricks to impress the assessors.

£15.00 
ISBN 978 1 911259 86 2 | Jun 2017

How 2 Become:  
a Police Officer

£15.00 
ISBN 978 1 909229 78 5 | Dec 2016

How 2 Become: a 
GCHQ Intelligence 
Analyst
How to Become a GCHQ 
Intelligence Analyst is 
the ultimate guide to 
working for the UK’s 
leading digital security 
and intelligence service. 
The UK s threat level is 
set at an unprecedented 
high and this shows 
no sign of abating. In this digital age, the 
secretive work from GCHQ is essential to 
the protection of the United Kingdom. 
This book has been written to give YOU 
a head start in your GCHQ career as an 
intelligence analyst. Included within this 
comprehensive guide: how to successfully 
fill in the application form, pass the 
initial selection tests, practice interview 
questions with detail sample responses 
and learn the core competencies you’ll be 
assessed on that will help you pass the 
GCHQ careers selection process. If you are 
serious about a career within GCHQ, this is 
the guide you need.

£13.00 
ISBN 978 1 910602 79 9 | Feb 2016

CAREERS RESOURCES FOR STUDENTS
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Working in the  
Gig Economy
“How to Thrive and Succeed When 
You Work for Yourself” this new 
title explores the opportunities 
available in the gig economy. 
With flexible working hours, fluid 
working arrangements and new 
technologies people are creating 
purposeful careers that fit in with 
their lives. This is the ultimate guide 
to navigating the possibilities within 
this new freelance world of work.

£14.99 ISBN 978 0 749483 55 5 | Oct 2018

Be a Young 
Entrepreneur
In this book you will learn all 
the business advice, practical 
tips, real-life stories, up-to-date 
ideas and inspiration you need 
to make a success of your first 
business. Starting your own 
company doesn’t have to be 
boring and this book is all 
about inspiring you to think 
creatively about your company, 
guiding you through every step, 
from registering your company name to elevator pitches, all stress-
free. Key Stage 2.

£8.99 ISBN 978 0 750298 35 3 | Feb 2018

Panjango Trumps: 
The Fun Way to 
Discover & Explore  
the World of Work

Panjango Trumps is the fun way to 
explore the world of work! 

A unique twist on the classic game that pits 
50 different careers against each other in a 
battle of stats. 

The categories includes brain power, social 
good, physical effort, expected salary, 
study & training and robot risk (the risk of 
the job becoming automated). 

Each trump card also comes with a job 
description and a fun fact to really bring 
the careers to life for young people. 

£8.33 + VAT 
ISBN 060 4 565177 00 1 | Dec 2018

Panjango Trumps: 
Future Jobs

The future jobs extension pack explores 
50 weird and wonderful jobs of the future, 
from a martian botanist to a memory 
surgeon, or rewilder to robots rights 
lawyer! 

Each Panjango Trumps pack includes: 

50 Trump Cards – including job 
descriptions, ratings across six categories 
and a fun fact relating to the career on 
each card; 

Rules Card – to explain the rules and game 
variations to players; 

Other Games & Exercises Cards – offering 
additional mini-games to play using the 
cards. 

Blank Trump Card – for players to 
photocopy and create their own trump 
cards.

£8.33 + VAT 
ISBN 060 4565177 02 5 | Feb 2019

The 
Panjango 
Game

A fast-moving, quick-thinking board 
game exploring the world of work. 

This game of competition and cooperation 
is filled with quick-fire and mind-boggling 
challenges that explore the world of work 
and help children think about their future. 

The game includes: 

24 challenge varieties

10 other mini games and exercises

Information on 126 different careers

£24.99 + VAT 
ISBN 060 4565177 01 8 | Jan 2019

best 
seller
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TARGETjobs 2020
These annual guides promote a wide range of career opportunities, 
in various sectors, that are available to students and graduates. 
They feature: overviews of the sectors; articles on the professional 
qualifications; making work experience count; what employers 
look for; tackling technical interviews and making great 
applications and CVs with relevant credibility.

Consulting 2020 
£9.95 ISBN 978 1 912625 17 8 | Sep 2019

Engineering 2020 
£11.95  ISBN 978 1 912625 15 4 | Sep 2019

Finance 2020 
£11.95  ISBN 978 1 912625 18 5 | Sep 2019

IT & Technology 2020 
£11.95  ISBN 978 1 912625 16 1 | Sep 2019

Law 2020 
£11.95  ISBN 978 1 912625 21 5 | Sep 2019

Property 2020 
£9.95 ISBN 978 1 912625 14 7 | Sep 2019

Teaching 2020 
£9.95  ISBN 978 1 912625 20 8 | Sep 2019

TARGETcareers:  
Construction, 
Engineering & 
Property 2020
TARGETcareers Construction, Engineering 
and Property provides essential advice 
and information to 16–18 year olds who 
are considering a career in construction, engineering or property. 
The new edition of this publication helps students decide on 
the best route for them: university, apprenticeship or training 
programme. There are flowcharts to outline the routes; extensive 
investigations into the pros and cons of each option; profiles of 
students, apprenticeships and trainees; and a handy quiz to get 
them thinking. We also clearly explain each industry and outline 
the main job roles. We give pointers on choosing the right job role 
and include an action list to help them confirm their choice. On top 
of that, we give would-be apprentices and trainees CV, application 
and interview tips. The publication is supported by the website 
targetcareers.co.uk.

£9.95 ISBN 978 1 - | Mar 2020

The Bonkers Book of Jobs
Aimed at 9-13 year olds this title introduces 
the reader to a variety of the weirdest, 
scariest, coolest, most disgusting and 
most delicious jobs around. Through 
activities, quizzes and information the 
reader will discover how much people 
earn, qualifications needed and potential 
career prospects. Jobs featured include 
comedian, dog food taster, cheese maker, 
lego sculptor and golf ball diver. Includes a 
quiz to match the reader with their perfect 
bonkers job.

£7.99 ISBN 978 1 912535 00 2 | May 2018

STEM Careers
A huge variety of exciting career paths is 
open to people with STEM-based skills. 
STEM Careers offers information for 
students to understand more about the 
different careers and what they need to 
do to be successful. Covers topics such as; 
what STEM skills and STEAM skills are, the 
future of STEM careers and their increasing 
demand, details of STEM qualification 
options, such as university degrees and 
apprenticeships, real life examples of 
people at different stages of their STEM 
career as well as likely employers. Also 
includes a career action plan outline, a 
practical tool to guide the reader from 
GCSEs to getting their first post-grad STEM 
job.

£14.99 ISBN 978 1 911067 60 3 | Oct 2017
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Amazing Jobs: Technology
Discover the amazing array of jobs within the 
field of technology that you never knew existed. 
From the professional hackers, known as cyber 
security experts, who use security techniques 
to make sure that an organisation’s data is safe 
from falling into the wrong hands, to the app 
developers who design the latest apps, from 
games and entertainment to navigation tools.

Read about the academic and vocational routes you can take to 
reach these jobs and how to get ahead in these exciting professions 
whilst you are at school and college.

£8.99 ISBN 9781526300072 | Jan 2019

CAREERS RESOURCES FOR STUDENTS

Amazing Jobs: Engineering
Discover the amazing array of jobs within the 
field of engineering that you never knew existed. 
From the structural engineers who design 
the concrete and steel structures that keep 
skyscrapers and other buildings from falling 
down, to the robotics engineers who construct 
industrial robots and walking robots and the 
aeronautical engineers who design aircrafts.

Read about the academic and vocational routes you can take to 
reach these jobs and how to get ahead in these exciting professions 
whilst you are at school and college.

£8.99 ISBN 9781526300096 | Mar 2019

Amazing Jobs: Science
Discover the amazing array of jobs within the 
field of science that you never knew existed. 
From the exoplanet hunters who use powerful 
telescopes to look for planets orbiting stars, 
to the forensic scientists who help detectives 
by using forensic chemistry to link suspects to 
crime scenes.

Read about the academic and vocational routes you can take to 
reach these jobs and how to get ahead in these exciting professions 
whilst you are at school and college.

£8.99 ISBN 9780750299954 | Jan 2019

Amazing Jobs: Maths
Discover the amazing array of jobs within the 
field of maths that you never knew existed! 
From the cryptologists who use their coding 
skills to break secret codes for governments and 
the military, to the cosmologists working to find 
out how the Universe began and how it might 
end and the music data scientists who analyse 
online data to detect trends in music.

Read about the academic and vocational routes you can take to 
reach these jobs and how to get ahead in these exciting professions 
whilst you are at school and college.

£8.99 ISBN 9781526300119 | Mar 2019

©

interested in 

maths?

astronomy
civil engineering

optometry
operational research 

air traffic control
electrical engineering

stockbroking
insurance

market research
accountancy

debt support work
payroll management

statistics
economics

pensions management
quantity surveying

trading
actuarial work

valuation
bank cashiering

then think about a career in...

MathsA2.indd   1 05/09/2013   10:00

interested in 

design & technology?

aeronautical engineering
electronics

motor vehicle maintenance
architecture

furniture making
printing

cybernetics
consumer science

product design
computer games design

mechanical engineering
vehicle design

packaging technology
carpentry

prosthetics
software engineering
telecommunications

food technology
structural engineering

IT support

then think about a career in...

©

DesignandTechA2.indd   1 05/09/2013   09:57

STEM Subject Posters
These laminated A2 posters will help students understand the 
relevance and the opportunities that studying each of these 
subjects offer. Each poster lists 20 different careers.

Design & Technology   
£8.99 +VAT  ISBN 978 6 00002141 2

Maths   
£8.99 +VAT  ISBN 978 6 00002142 9

Science
£8.99 +VAT   ISBN 978 6 00002140 5

STEM Posters: Set of 10
This STEM set from Career Guidance Charts contains maths, 
biology, chemistry, physics, engineering, information technology, 
construction, finance, product design and healthcare.  A3 
landscape format . Encapsulated. 

£60.00+VAT  ISBN 978 6 00002087 3 | Dec 2013      

interested in 

science?

botany
forensic science

dentistry
astronomy

medicine
laboratory research

genetics
meteorology

cosmetic science
marine biology

chemical engineering
biochemistry

zoology
environmental health

pharmacology
nanotechnology
food technology

toxicology
radiography

veterinary work

then think about a career in...

©

scienceA2.indd   1 05/09/2013   09:54
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Working in Creative Careers
Working in Creative Careers: the Job Profiles and Case Studies 
illustrate a range of careers that use craft, art, musical or 
performance skills. Some of these careers may be linked to 
subjects that are studied at school, college or university – or could 
stem from talents, hobbies and passions that have been developed 
outside the classroom. It is one of a series of publications featuring 
a range of different jobs, professions and careers. 

£9.99 ISBN 978 1 910135 13 6 | Feb 2018

Working in Higher & Degree 
Apprenticeships
Working in Higher and Degree Apprenticeships is one of a series 
of publications featuring a range of different jobs, professions and 
careers. The information in this publication is intended to get the 
reader to think about some of the career roles that could follow 
a Higher or Degree Apprenticeship as an alternative route to a 
traditional university degree. The guides are well researched and 
attractively presented in a style that is accessible to young people. 

£9.99 ISBN 978 1 910135 12 9 | Sept 2017

Working in Careers Relating 
to your Favourite Subjects
This publication links school subject choices and options to the 
real world of work and careers. It is one of a series of publications 
featuring a range of different jobs, professions and careers. 

£9.99 ISBN 978 1 910135 07 5 | Jun 2016

Working in Key Occupations 
for the Future
This is about the top jobs in key occupations that will be crucial 
in the next decade. There is information about the wide range of 
jobs that are available now and for the foreseeable future. It is 
one of a series of publications featuring a range of different jobs, 
professions and careers. 

£9.99 ISBN 978 1 910135 05 1 | Jan 2016

Special  
offer 

Working in STEM
Working in Science, Technology, Engineering and Maths (STEM) 
is one of a series of publications featuring a range of different 
jobs, professions and careers. The guides are well researched and 
attractively presented in a style that is accessible to young people.

£9.99 ISBN 978 1 910135 03 7 | Apr 2015

Working in Enterprising 
Careers
This publication features occupations where you could be working 
for yourself rather than for an employer – owning a business or 
working freelance. It is one of a series of publications featuring a 
range of different jobs, professions and careers. 

£9.99 ISBN 978 1 910135 11 2 | Feb 2017

Working in... Set of Six

£49.99 ISBN 978 6 000026 16 5 

Also available in this series:
Working in History 
£9.99  ISBN 978 1 905854 50 9 | Apr 2013

Working in Motorsport 
£9.99   ISBN 978 1 905854 47 9 | Apr 2013

Working in Ethical & Green Careers
£9.99   ISBN 978 1 905854 49 3 | Apr 2013

Working in...
The comprehensive career guides

Higher and Degree
Apprenticeships

prospects

Working in... series
Each profile in these publications features information about: 
Qualities and skills 
What do you need to be good at to be successful in this career?
Starting points and entry routes 
How can you get into this occupation?
Work activities 
What sort of tasks and activities would you be doing?
Training and qualifications 
What will help you to progress in this career?
Pay and opportunities 
A guide to pay and labour market information. 
Each of the job profiles features links to organisations able to give 
you more advice and inspiration. Each job profile is linked to a 
personal story from a real worker who works in the sector.

Working in...
The comprehensive career guides

Enterprising
Careers

prospects

This money-saving set includes one copy of 
each of the latest Working In titles.
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Step Series 2019/20
For those new to STEPs, it is a well-established series of six schemes-of-work for careers 
education, comprising student workbooks and tutor notes, progressing over six year-
groups from age 11 to post 16. 

The STEPs acronym is ‘Skills To Ensure Progression’ and the new strapline emphasises how 
careers education supports students’ personal development, in which Ofsted ‘became 
more interested’ in during 2019. 

This year’s edition has been comprehensively updated to support teachers delivering 
STEPs in the classroom and careers leaders meeting the Gatsby Benchmarks.

Step Series 2019/20 
Booklets 
Please specify which age groups  
you require when ordering.

£55.00 per pack of 25

£93.50 per pack of 50

£176.00 per pack of 100

£247.50 per pack of 150

Step Up for  ages 11-12

Step On for ages 12-13

Step Ahead for ages 13-14

Step Forward for ages 14-15

Step into the Future for ages 
15-16

Step Further for Post 16 

Step Series 2019/20 
Printable PDFs 
Please specify which age groups  
you require when ordering.

Step Series 2019/20  
Printable PDF: 1 Age Group
£55.00+VAT ISBN 978 6 000026 53 0

Step Series 2019/20  
Printable PDF: 2 Age Groups
£80.00 +VAT ISBN 978 6 000026 54 7

Step Series 2019/20  
Printable PDF: 3 Age Groups
£115.00+VAT ISBN 978 6 000026 55 4

Step Series 2019/20  
Printable PDF: 5 Age Groups
£165.00+VAT ISBN 978 6 000026 56 1   

Step Series 2019/20  
Printable PDF: All Age Groups
£199.99+VAT ISBN 978 6 000026 57 8

Step Series 2019/20 
Interactive PDFs
Interactive PDFs which enable students to 
type directly into the workbooks without 
the need to print any paper copies. These 
interactive PDF versions are easy to upload 
onto a virtual learning environment, as 
a complete booklet, a single activity or a 
tutor-defined set of activities. Teachers 
and tutors can view and assess completed 
activities on the screen. Tutor notes are 
provided. Please specify which age 
groups you require when ordering.

Step Series 2019/20  
Interactive PDF: 1 Age Group
£65.00+VAT    ISBN 978 6 000026 58 5 

Step Series 2019/20  
Interactive PDF: 2 Age Groups
£110.00+VAT ISBN 978 6 000026 59 2

Step Series 2019/20  
Interactive PDF: 3 Age Groups
£155.00+VAT ISBN 978 6 000026 60 8

Step Series 2019/20  
Interactive PDF: 5 Age Groups
£250.00+VAT ISBN 978 6 000026 61 5

Step Series 2019/20  
Interactive PDF: All Age Groups
£299.00+VAT ISBN 978 6 000026 62 2

2020/2021 
editions coming 

September  
2020
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Career Horizons
Three volumes of lesson plans to support careers education with 
young people aged 11 to 19. Flexible and easy to use, the lesson 
plans cover the basic aspects of careers education. They focus 
on helping young people to: understand more about themselves 
and the influences on them; take increasing responsibility for 
their own career development; develop their career exploration 
and management skills and make learning and career choices 
that work for them. Save 30% on RRP.

Career Horizons 1 (KS3)
£45.50 (RRP£65.00) ISBN 978 6 00002251 8       

Career Horizons 2 (KS4)
£45.50 (RRP£65.00)  ISBN 978 6 00002252 5      

Career Horizons 3 (KS5)
£45.50 (RRP£65.00) ISBN 978 6 00002253 2       

100 Activities for Teaching 
Study Skills - Teachers Toolkit
100 Activities for 
Teaching Study Skills is a 
sourcebook of activities 
for study skills tutors, 
teachers and support 
staff. This practical, 
user-friendly guide is 
designed to complement 
your existing study 
skills materials, and 
provide innovative and 
imaginative ways for you 
to motivate and engage 
your students.

Activities include:

• Study preparation 
and time 
management.

• Reading, writing and listening.
• Independent study and groupwork.
• Dissertations, reports and projects.
• Critical and creative thinking.
• Revision, examinations and tests.

£34.99 ISBN 978 1 526441 31 7 | Nov 2018

STUDENT WORKBOOKS

The Student Mindset
In ‘The Student 
Mindset: A 30-
item toolkit for 
anyone learning 
anything’, Steve 
Oakes and Martin 
Griffin provide 
clear, effective 
and engaging 
tools designed 
to help students 
plan, organise and 
execute successful 
learning.

Successful students 
find a way to 
succeed. They get 
the results they 
want and they 
achieve this not 
by superior ability, 
but by sticking to habits, routines and strategies that deliver those 
results.

By cutting through the noise surrounding academic success and 
character development, bestselling authors Steve Oakes and 
Martin Griffin have identified the five key traits and behaviours 
that all students need in order to achieve their goals: vision, effort, 
systems, practice and attitude (VESPA).

£9.99 ISBN 978 1 785833 08 3 | Dec 2018

Career Horizons Set of 2: (KS 3 & 4)
£84.00 (RRP£120.00) ISBN 978 6 00002264 8    

Career Horizons Set of all 3
£119.00 (RRP£170.00)          ISBN 978 6 00002254 9

Choose the Right 
A-Levels
Selecting the right A levels is a vital part of 
students shaping their future path, whether 
through securing a place at the course of 
their choice at university or starting out on 
their chosen career. But with such a huge 
variety of subject options on offer, where 
should they begin? This accessible guide will help students 
navigate through the qualifications maze and make the best 
choices for them.

£12.99 ISBN 978 1 911067 26 9 | Nov 2017
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The A Level Mindset
Successful students 
approach their studies with 
the right behaviours, skills 
and attitudes. They’re no 
different cognitively, but 
they work more effectively, 
they’re determined and 
organised, they give more 
discretionary effort and they 
get top results. Success at A 
level is a result of character, 
not intelligence. This 
book shares the secrets of 
coaching your students to 
grow their mind-sets and get 
the best grades. Suitable for teachers, tutors, heads of sixth form 
or anyone else who wants to help A-level students achieve their 
potential. It offers forty easy-to-use activities that will supercharge 
your learner’s ambition, persistence and determination. It could be 
your key to transforming student outcomes.

£18.99 ISBN 978 1 785830 24 2 | Feb 2016

The A level Mindset Student 
Workbook  
(Pack of 25)
Ideally suited for A level class 
teachers and heads of sixth 
forms or colleges, who want 
their classes to benefit from 
the A level mindset and are 
using ‘The A Level Mindset’. 
The ‘A Level Mindset Student 
Workbook’ offers students a 
structured way to work through 
the 40 activities in ‘The A Level 
Mindset’. It coaches students to 
develop the key characteristics 
which will help them be successful at A level: vision, effort, systems, 
practice and attitude. With space for students to record and reflect 
on their answers, along with plenty of advice for improvement 
and self-development, the student workbook is an essential tool 
to help students with their time management, commitment, 
motivation and study habits which will ultimately help them 
achieve.

£95.00 ISBN 978 1 785830 79 2 | Mar 2016

The GCSE Mindset
40 concrete, practical 
and applicable tools 
to supercharge pupils’ 
resilience, positivity, 
organisation and 
determination. When pupils 
engage and enrol in the 
process of learning, investing 
the best of themselves in the 
process, their results can far 
outstrip expectations. The 
GCSE Mindset takes a simple 
character education model 
as its starting point and 
presents a calendar of timely 
coaching activities, tutorial resources and one-to-one strategies 
that help pupils break through barriers, solve problems, sequence 
their independent work and release their potential.

£18.99 ISBN 978 1 785831 84 3 | Dec 2017

The GCSE Mindset Student 
Workbook  
(Pack of 25)
Offers students a structured 
way to work through the 40 
activities in The GCSE Mindset. 
It coaches students to develop 
the key characteristics which 
will help them be successful 
at GCSE: vision, effort, 
systems, practice and attitude 
(VESPA). Based on the authors 
collective 30-plus years of 
teaching and coaching, this 
practical workbook will enable 
students to break through 
barriers, build resilience, better manage their workload and release 
their potential.

£95.00 ISBN 978 1 785833 21 2 | Mar 2018

The VESPA 
Mindset  
(Pack of 25)

The VESPA Mindset Workbook offers students a structured way to work through 40 activities designed 
to help them develop the five key traits and behaviours crucial to academic success: vision, effort, 
systems, practice and attitude (VESPA).

Each activity has been prepared with a student audience in mind, takes 15 to 20 minutes to complete, 
and allows space for students to record and reflect on their answers and to structure their thinking. 
Furthermore, the activities have been categorised thematically under the VESPA umbrella and offer 
supplementary advice for improvement and self-development based on the authors’ experience of 
working with post-16 students.

£95.00 ISBN 978 1 785834 15 8 | Jan 2019
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Special  
offer 

Which Way Now? Poster
This poster is designed to encourage 
students to think about how choosing their 
Key Stage 4 options can influence their 
future. It lists key points to consider and 
advice on ensuring future success.

£8.99 +VAT          
ISBN 978 6 000025 62 5  | Dec 2017 

Which Way Now 
Choosing Your Key Stage 4 Options

DON’T MISS  dates and deadlines 
for making your choices 
 

?

1
Use the 
SUPPORT 
on offer 
from your 
school to 
help you 
choose 
well

4
TALK to 
your  teachers 
and tutors.  
Find out more 
about the 
subjects they 
teach

7
WORK OUT 
how your 
choices might 
affect your future 
learning and 
career 
ambitions

2

5
THINK 
about your 
abilities 
and 
interests. 
How do 
you learn 
best?

8
Put 
YOURSELF 
and your 
future first, 
don’t just 
follow the 
crowd

3
MAKE  
THE MOST 
of any options 
events. 
Read all the 
information 
you are given

6
FIND OUT 
about 
compulsory 
subjects, as 
well as other 
courses that 
interest you

9

TALK 
to your 
parents, 
carers 
or family 
members 
about your 
plans

!

Education and training 
are VITAL to your future 

RESEARCH 
your options 
carefully. 
Make a list of 
the questions 
you need to 
ask

#1

“

WWN Poster.indd   1 15/11/2017   15:47:06

IT’S YOUR CHOICE 
Choosing Your Post 16 Options

Do you have a BACK-UP PLAN in case everything 
doesn’t go the way you’d hoped the first time?
 

!

1

4
Did you
RESEARCH 
properly? Do you 
understand all 
the options and 
qualifications?

7
Do you  
know how   
to make a great 
APPLICATION 
for a course, 
apprenticeship 
or job?

2

5

Have you 
TALKED 
to your 
Careers 
Adviser 
or your 
family?

8
Are you 
MEETING 
DEADLINES 
and tracking 
your 
applications?

3
Have you 
WEIGHED 
up your 
interests 
and your 
dislikes?

6
Do you 
want to   
STUDY   
full-time, or 
EARN while 
you learn?

9
!

What are   
your PLANS 
after you are 
18? Do you have 
a career or 
learning goal 
in mind?

Education and training 
are VITAL to your future 

Are you 
aware of 
your  SKILLS and 
qualities?  Are you 
working on your   
weaknesses?

Have you 
asked 
about financial 
or other 
SUPPORT for 
your 
studies?

£ £

IYC Poster.indd   1 15/11/2017   15:48:11

Which Way Now? And It’s Your Choice

SET OF 2 POSTERS 
£16.00 +VAT ISBN 978 6 00002359 1

It’s Your Choice! Poster
This poster is designed to encourage 
students to think about how choosing their 
Post 16 options can influence their future. 
It lists key points to consider and advice on 
ensuring future success.

£8.99 +VAT            
ISBN 978 6 000023 58 4   | Dec 2017       
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you need to 
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STUDENT WORKBOOKS
RESOURCES

It’s Your Choice
This popular ‘take-home-and-read’ full-
colour information booklet is presented 
in a lively, magazine style. For use one-
per-student as a ready printed booklet 
or as a PDF for in-house printing. 
It supports the delivery of careers 
education, advice and guidance with 
up-to-date, impartial information about 
the range of education and training 
options for post-16 students. Includes: 
information about reforms to qualifications and assessment, case 
studies from others who have experienced this process, action 
points to take students through the steps they need to follow, tips 
and signposts for where to find out more and a supplement to 
support parents and carers as they help their teenagers with their 
subject and career choices. A Practitioner’s Guide accompanies 
this resource.

It’s Your Choice: Pack of 25
£55.00  ISBN 978 6 000026 98 1 | Sept 19 

It’s Your Choice: Pack of 50
£93.50  ISBN 978 6 000026 99 8 | Sept 19 

It’s Your Choice: Pack of 100
£176.00  ISBN 978 6 000027 00 1 | Sept 19 

It’s Your Choice: Pack of 150
£247.50  ISBN 978 6 000027 01 8 | Sept 19  

It’s Your Choice: PDF
£95 +VAT  ISBN 978 6 000027 02 5 | Sept 19  

Which Way Now? & It’s Your Choice 

2 PDF Bundle  
£155.00 +VAT ISBN 978 6 000027 03 2

Which Way Now?
This best-selling ‘take-home-and-
read’ full-colour information booklet is 
presented in a lively, magazine style. For 
use one-per-student as a ready printed 
booklet or as a PDF for in-house printing. 
It supports the delivery of careers 
education, advice and guidance with 
up-to-date, impartial information about 
the range of education and training 
options Key Stage 4. There are also case 
studies from others who have experienced this process, action 
points to take students through the steps they need to follow, tips 
and signposts for where to find out more. Each booklet contains 
a ‘Parents and Carers Supplement’ that will support parents and 
carers as they help their children with their subject and career 
choices. A Practitioner’s Guide accompanies this resource.

Which Way Now?: Pack of 25
£55.00 ISBN 978 6 000026 94 3 | Sept 19

Which Way Now?: Pack of 50
£93.50 ISBN 978 6 000026 95 0 | Sept 19

Which Way Now?: Pack of 100
£176.00 ISBN 978 6 000026 96 7 | Sept 19

Which Way Now?: Pack of 150
£247.50 ISBN 978 6 000026 97 4 | Sept 19

Which Way Now?: PDF
£95.00 +VAT  ISBN 978 6 000026 63 9 | Sept 19

2020/2021 
editions coming 

September  
2020

Special  
offer 
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The 
Apprenticeship 
Guide 2020

STUDENT WORKBOOKS

England’s employer-designed 
apprenticeships are smarter, more 
specific and better tailored to the needs 
of both employers and young people. 
As a result, there are more than 500 
apprenticeships listed in the latest edition 
of The Apprenticeship Guide. There are 
also welcomes and words of wisdom from 
the National Apprenticeship Service and 
the Apprenticeship Diversity Champions 
Network, as well as advice on everything 
from deciding which apprenticeship is 
right for you, to landing an interview.

£40.00  
ISBN 978 0 993496 56 1 | Oct 2020

Directions 2020 - PDF
Directions 2020 is an A4, 36 page workbook aimed at 
young people choosing their options in Year 8 or Year 9. 
Young people are encouraged to think about factors they 
need to consider when making decisions about their Key 
Stage 4 options. It includes crosswords and other quizzes to 
check and reinforce learning and also provides information about 
qualifications, subjects, post-16 options and sources of help. This 
resource will support schools and colleges in meeting Gatsby 
Benchmarks 1, 2, 3 and 4. Supplied in PDF format.

£85.00  + VAT ISBN 978 6 000027 55 1 | Oct 2019

Getting Started 2020 - PDF
Getting Started in an A5, 20 page guide to decision 
making in Year 8 and 9 aimed at parents and carers 
within England. The booklet provides information on 
the Key Stage 4 curriculum, qualifications, how to choose 
subjects, labour market information and post-16 options, as 
well as how parents and carers can help and useful websites. 
Supplied in PDF format.

£49.95 +VAT ISBN 978 6 000027 52 0 | Oct 2019

Which A Levels
Making the right choice of A levels is crucial. Not only will it affect 
your enjoyment of studying over the next two years but it also has 
implications for your choice of career or higher education options. 
The tenth edition of this student-friendly guide has been revised and 
updated and includes study and employment options after 16 as well 
as at degree level. It also contains information on apprenticeships 
including higher and degree apprenticeships; an increasingly popular 
alternative to full-time higher education.

Each subject entry covers: what and how you study; which A levels fit well together 
for competitive courses and careers; related higher education courses; career and 
training options after A levels and degree courses and alternative qualifications such 
as the International Baccalaureate.

£15.99 ISBN 978 0 244752 63 7 | Apr 2019

Which 
GCSEs

Making the right choice of GCSE subjects is one of the first major 
decisions you will make about your future. Some subjects will be 
compulsory but you will have a choice of other options. Which GCSEs? is 
full of information to help you make the best choice for you. It also tells 
you about the other qualifications that you can take at Key Stage 4 as 
well as outlining other pathways such as apprenticeships.

Each subject entry covers: what and how you study; what other 
GCSEs go with your choices; your options after GCSEs.

£12.99  ISBN 978 0 244452 64 3 | March 2020

Apprenticeships 
in… PDF 
2020-2021
Apprenticeships…is a set of 20, 
A4, double sided leaflets. Each 
of the 15 new apprenticeship standards 
is covered and 5 general leaflets cover 
topics such as ‘Top tips for finding an 
apprenticeship’ and ‘Higher and degree 
apprenticeships’. Each of the 15 sector 
specific leaflets provides an introduction 
to the sector, examples of jobs, entry 
requirements and skills needed at each 
apprenticeship level. They also cover,  
things to think about when entering the 
sector and what’s new. They provide 
information on large employers who offer 
apprenticeships and where in the country 
they may be more in demand along with 
general information on apprenticeship 
wages, extra support and how to find an 
apprenticeship.  This resource will support 
school and colleges in meeting Gatsby 
Benchmarks 1,2 and 3. 

£64.95 + VAT 
ISBN 978 6 000027 73 5 | Jun 2020

£64.95 + VAT  ISBN 978 6 000027 54 4 | Oct 2019

Directions 
2021 will be 
published in 
September 

2020

Getting  
Started 2021 will 

be available  
October 2020

Getting Started 2020 - PDF & 
PowerPoint

The Getting Started PDF and an accompanying PowerPoint that 
can be used for parents evenings, options evenings and other 
events. The PowerPoint is fully amendable so school logos 
and institutional information can be added.
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Special  
offer 

TEACHING 
RESOURCES

Go Wild with LMI 2020-2021
Full of facts and figures about the changing nature of the 
workforce and the people in it and the rise and fall of job sectors 
and the types of work available, LMI can seem impenetrable to 
most people. This applies not only to professional staff trying to 
make sense of it for their clients but also to young people and 
adults trying to make career decisions about where to focus their 
job hunting efforts. All the activities have been designed to be 
‘user-friendly’, avoiding excessive use of jargon and statistics. LMI 
activities to support the: Gatsby benchmarks, CDI Framework for 
careers, employability and enterprise education, Quality in Careers 
Standard which nationally validates England’s CEIAG Quality 
Standards.

£49.99  ISBN 978 6 000026 40 0 | May 2020

The World of Work 2020-2021
This pack contains a range of user friendly, stimulating exercises 
and activities designed to support the work related learning and 
enterprise education agenda within schools and colleges. The 
materials can be used to liven up a careers education programme 
and deliver LMI in a fun way. The LMI activities support the Gatsby 
benchmarks, the CDI Framework for careers, employability and 
enterprise education and the national Quality in Careers Standard.

£69.99  ISBN 978 6 000026 39 4 | May 2020

Go Wild with LMI &  
World of Work Pack 2020-2021

£99.99 ISBN 978 6 000026 41 7 | May 2020

Career Ideas - PDF
Career Ideas 
is a set of 33 
full colour, 
single sided 
sheets 
covering 
a range of 
subjects and 
the job areas 
they may 
lead to. They 
can be used 
as posters or 
leaflets and 
are particularly useful at Year 8/9 option 
choice time.

The subjects covered are animal care, 
art and design, biology, business, 
chemistry, childcare, computer science/
information technology, construction, 
dance, engineering, english, food 
preparation and nutrition, geography, 
hairdressing and beauty therapy, health 
and social care, history, hospitality and 
catering, maths, media studies, modern 
languages, motor vehicle, music, 
performing arts, photography, physics, 
psychology, religious studies, science, 
sociology, sport and leisure, textiles and 
travel and tourism. 

This resource will support schools and 
colleges in meeting Gatsby Benchmarks 1, 
2, 3 and 4.

£64.95 + VAT 
 ISBN 978 6 000027 06 3 | Feb 2019

Special offer pack containing one copy 
each of Go Wild with LMI 2019-20 and 
The World of Work 2019-20. Saving 
£19.98 on the individual price.
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Careers 4 Me at KS3 & Career and More at KS4 - PDF
This combined PDF resource provides in-depth Careers Education programmes for KS3 
and KS4 that will enable pupils to make appropriate choices regarding their education 
choices and have an understanding of the world of work and an awareness of their own 
qualities, abilities and skills. They look at the world of work from the perspective of the 
pupil, researching jobs and careers, finding and using sources of information, developing 
decision making skills and preparing for education or training post 16.

£80.00 + VAT ISBN 978 6 000021 75 7 | Jan 2018

Complete Careers:  
A Complete KS3 Careers 
Education Programme - PDF

This updated resource is a 
complete KS3 careers education 
programme designed to help 
teachers provide engaging 
career learning and students to 
develop their career potential. The 
resource has 27 lessons plans and 
supporting materials created to 
make students think, explore and 
enthuse about the career prospects 
that are open to them. 

£95.00 +VAT ISBN 978 6 000026 18 9 | Oct 2018

Career Coach
This practical workbook takes you 
through a full career analysis in the 
same way as working with a real 
life specialist career coach. Follow 
the programme and complete the 
insightful quizzes and questionnaires 
to help you pinpoint your personal 
strengths and skills. It will show you 
how to explore your options, make 
smart decisions and then successfully 
implement your career plan. Inside 
this fully up to date second edition you’ll find an inspiring new 
chapter on real-life career success stories as well as expanded 
sections on practicalities of a successful job search campaign and 
starting your own business. You’ll also find new advice sections for 
career changers, post-grads, women returning to work, pre- and 
post-retirement jobs and an exploration of other challenges like 
health issues, internal promotions and the threat of redundancy. 
Bored with your job? Frustrated at work? Need a career change 
but don’t know what? Perhaps you’ve watched as colleagues have 
successfully fast-tracked or reinvented their careers and wished 
you could do the same. If you’re feeling dissatisfied or stuck career-
wise, you need the help of a career coach – and that’s what you’ll 
find in this book.

£14.99  ISBN 978 1 844556 41 0 | Nov 2017

In addition the resource is complete with a comprehensive guide 
to career related learning is included. Informed by the latest 
Statutory Guidance (2018) this guide: 

• Gives an introduction to what career related learning is and 
how it has developed.

• Covers all aspects that make up an excellent careers 
programme for your students.

• Shows how to quality assure your school’s career delivery.
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“I Want To Be...”
THE 

BIG 
BOOK 

OF JOBS

Cover.indd   1 30/01/2018   11:28:05

I Want to Be…  
The Big Book of 
Jobs
Aimed at Key Stage 2 learners “I Want to 
Be...” is a careers encyclopaedia with basic 
information about a range of occupations 
in 23 job families. Contains over 100 job 
profiles, each with a colour illustration and 
a description of the typical work activities 
of that job, the skills required for success 
and the usual place of work. Also comes 
with a range of classroom activities and 
worksheets. Photocopiable, A4 spiral 
bound.

£59.99 ISBN 978 1 910135 14 3 | Feb 2018

Teaching Pre-Employment 
Skills to 14-17 Year Olds
Based on the Autism Works Now!® Workplace Readiness Workshop, 
this interactive resource shows how to help students aged 14-17 
develop the necessary transition skills for getting and keeping 
a meaningful job, with accompanying worksheets available to 
download.

£18.99 ISBN 978 1 785927 25 6 | Sep 2017

Colourful card resource packs 
about work experience or interview 
skills and preperation. With simple, 
photocopiable student worksheets 
to help reinforce sessions using the 
cards. They are designed for students 
with moderate learning difficulties 
but can also be used with average 
ability students in many schools. 
(Reduced from £29.95 each)

Pack of 2    £24.99  
ISBN 978 6 000018 71 9 | Jul 2009

Or sold seperately

Going for an Interview    
  £14.99  

ISBN 978 1 904979 35 7 | Jul 2009

Going on Work  
Experience            £14.99      
    ISBN 978 1 904979 36 4 | Jul 2009

Going for an 
Interview/
Going on Work 
Experience

I Can Series
This series provides straightforward advice in a user-friendly format. 
With illustrations, examples and photocopiable worksheets, they help 
students with special needs to create a CV, fill in application forms and 
deal with the interview process.

I Can Write a CV   £20.00 ISBN 978 0 956704 90 0 | Dec 2010

I Can Do Work Experience  £20.00 ISBN 978 0 956704 93 1 | Dec 2010

I Can Fill In Application Forms  £20.00 ISBN 978 0 956704 92 4 | Dec 2010

I Can Survive Interviews £20.00 ISBN 978 0 956704 91 7 | Dec 2010
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Study Skills For Students with Dyslexia
Packed full of advice on topics including note taking, essay writing, reading strategies 
and exam techniques, Study Skills for Students with Dyslexia is an essential read for 
students with dyslexia and other Specific Learning Differences (SpLDs) in further and 
higher education. The guidance and tools provided help you organise and plan your work, 
improve your skills and boost your confidence, so you succeed throughout your studies. 

£20.99 ISBN 978 1 473925 13 7 | Jun 2016

Job Facts - PDF
Job Facts is a set of 20 double sided, A4 leaflets covering a range of jobs aimed at below 
level 2 learners.  Each leaflet covers jobs in different sectors, typical day-to-day tasks, skills 
and qualities required, progression opportunities and an action plan.  The areas covered 
are animal care, armed forces, building, catering, childcare, driving, factory work, 
farming and gardening, garage work, hairdressing and barbering, health and social 
care work, hotel work, ICT, office work, postal work, security, shop work, sport and 
leisure, travel and tourism and warehouse work. This resource will support schools and 
colleges in meeting Gatsby Benchmarks 1, 2 and 3. Supplied in PDF format. 

£64.95 +VAT ISBN 978 6 000027 14 8 | Apr 2019

Career Companion 
SEND

The new edition contains: 

• A new chapter on critical thinking, giving you confidence in 
analysing information and expressing an argument

• A new chapter on how to make the most of lectures, to ensure 
you’re maximising your learning opportunities

• The latest IT and software references, including links to online 
assistive technologies 

• A toolkit of downloadable resources to help you plan and study 
with ease, including templates, planners, tasks and activities 
and toolsheets.

See page 41 for the software we have 
available for SEND.

This poster explores a range of jobs where 
entry without any formal qualifications is 
a real possibility. Designed for students 
and those working at level 1 on the NQF, 
the poster suggests a range of sectors and 
occupations for students to consider and 
explore. Inspire your learners with over 35 
genuine career opportunities.

Progress into work 
poster

£10.00 + VAT 
ISBN 978 6 000023 12 6 | Feb 2015

Understanding and Challenging  
the SEND Code of Practice
Offering a clear but critical overview and interrogation of the 
Special Educational Needs and Disability (SEND) Code of Practice 
2015, this book provides the context for understanding recent 
developments in SEND policy reform. It also considers implications 
for SEND professionalism and partnership working. The book also 
successfully links policy and theory to practice and has a focus on 
professional ethics. 

£24.99 ISBN 978 1 526426 57 4 | Nov 2018
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HE CHOICES & 
APPLICATIONS

Complete 
University Set 
(Available from May)
This money-saving set includes: HEAP 2021: Degree Course Offers, How to Complete Your UCAS Application 2021 Entry, How to 
Write a Winning UCAS Personal Statement, University Interviews and the latest editions of the 10 Getting Into Course Guides; Getting 
into Art and Design Courses, Getting into Business and Economics Courses, Getting into Law, Getting into Medical School 2021 
Entry, Getting into Oxford and Cambridge 2021 Entry, Getting into Dental School, Getting into Engineering Courses, Getting into 
Pharamacy and Pharmacology Courses, Getting into Physiotherapy Courses and Getting into Psychology Courses.

£194.99 ISBN 978 1 912943 32 6 | May 2020 

The Times Good University 
Guide 2021
Essential guide to British universities that gives you all the 
information you need to make the crucial decisions on what to 
study, where to study, and how much it might cost. Objective 
and authoritative, it is the best-selling guide to making the right 
university choice for you.

For more than 25 years The Times and Sunday Times Good 
University Guide has provided the most accurate and up-to-date 
information about British universities to help make the choice of 
which universities to apply to as easy as possible. Its university 
and subject league tables are the most respected and studied in 
Britain. This definitive guide is designed for those who are applying 
to start courses in 2020.

£19.99 ISBN 978 0 008368 28 9 | Feb 2020

Save over £37

PACK OF 2
£32 ISBN 978 6 000027 65 0 | Feb 2020
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HE Ideas leaflets are a set of 23 full colour, 
double sided sheets covering a range of level 
3 subjects and the higher education courses 
they may lead to.  On the reverse side of each 
leaflet is information about how to research 
higher education courses and institutions.  
They are useful in the main school resource 
area and in sixth form libraries/classrooms. 
The subjects covered are applied science, art 
and design, biology, business, chemistry, 
child care, computer science/IT, economics, english, geography, 
health and social care, history, languages, maths, media 
studies, music, PE/sport, performing arts, physics, politics 
psychology, religious studies and sociology.  

This resource will support schools and colleges in  
meeting Gatsby Benchmarks 1, 2, 3 and 4.

HEAP 2021
With thousands of courses to choose from, it 
can be difficult to know where to start when 
it comes to making university applications. 
HEAP University Degree Course Offers is the 
essential guide covering everything students 
need to know to research and prepare 
effectively, helping them choose and win a 
place on a course that’s right for them. The 51st edition is fully 
revised and updated with new courses and admissions policies 
for 2021 entry. Now with degree apprenticeship listings, this is the 
only independent reference book listing such an extensive range 
of target offers for many degree subjects, and admissions details 
for all universities and colleges, offering a rich resource on every 
aspect of the application process.

£38.00 ISBN 978 1 912943 28 9 | May 2020

PACK OF 2
£65 ISBN 978 1 912943 31 9 | May 2020 

HE Ideas Leaflets - PDF
HE Ideas leaflets are a set of 23 full colour, 
double sided sheets covering a range of level 
3 subjects and the higher education courses 
they may lead to.  On the reverse side of each 
leaflet is information about how to research 
higher education courses and institutions.  
They are useful in the main school resource 
area and in sixth form libraries/classrooms. 
The subjects covered are applied science, art 
and design, biology, business, chemistry, child care, computer 
science/IT, economics, English, geography, health and social 
care, history, languages, maths, media studies, music, PE/
sport, performing arts, physics, politics psychology, religious 
studies and sociology.  

This resource will support schools and colleges in  
meeting Gatsby Benchmarks 1, 2, 3 and 4. 

£64.95 +VAT ISBN 978 6 000027 07 0 | Apr 2020 

HE Ideas Posters - PDF

£59.95 +VAT ISBN 978 6 000027 12 4 | Apr 2020 

UniFAQs Entry 2021
UniFAQs Entry 2020 is a guide to 
all aspects of higher education. 
Aimed at students in Year 12, 
this 32 page booklet leads 
young people from their initial 
thoughts, through the application 
process and on to researching 
their choices after graduation.  
A comprehensive directory of 
useful sources of information also 
enables students to undertake 
further research.

Students who have been to university have also 
contributed their thoughts, hints and tips about applying 
to, and being in higher education.  This resource 
will support schools and colleges in meeting Gatsby 
Benchmarks 1, 2 and 3. Supplied in PDF format.

£85.00 +VAT ISBN 978 6 0000- | Apr 20

What Do 
Graduates Do
This popular resource is a review of what 
last year’s first degree graduates were 
doing six months after graduation. Find 
out about the destinations of graduates 
from 28 subjects covering, science, 
engineering and building management, 
mathematics, IT and computing, social sciences, arts, creative 
arts and humanities and business and administrative studies. 
Articles include, ‘Employment review’, ‘Graduates in further study’ 
and ‘Understanding graduate employability’.

£14.95  ISBN 978 1 840162 24 0 | Nov 2018 
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How to Complete Your UCAS 
Application 2021 Entry
Every year, students are rejected from 
their first choice university simply because 
they have submitted a UCAS application 
that fails to make the right impact on 
admissions tutors. This annually updated 
guide has been helping students stay off 
the reject pile for over 30 years. With step-
by-step guidance on how to fill in your 
UCAS application, and helpful tip boxes 
throughout, it provides vital advice on 
avoiding common mistakes and making 
your personal statement stand out.

£14.99 ISBN 978 1 912943 26 5 | May 2020 
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These guides give would-be students a head start when applying for highly competitive 
undergraduate courses and universities. They offer applicants straightforward, practical 
advice on how to secure a place on the course of their choice. Each title provides an honest 
view of what it’s like to study the subject, detailed advice on choosing the right university or 
college and guidance on the application procedure. Also including tips on how to shine at 
interview and advice on what to do if they don’t get the right grades.

Getting into Course Guides

Getting into Art & Design Courses 
£14.99 ISBN 978 1 912943 00 5 | Apr 2019

Getting into Business & Economics  
£14.99 ISBN 978 1 912943 02 9 | Apr 2019

Getting into Dental School 
£14.99 ISBN 978 1 912943 04 3 | Mar 2019

Getting into Engineering Courses  
£14.99 ISBN 978 1 912943 06 7 | Mar 2019

Getting into Law   
£14.99 ISBN 978 1 912943 16 6 | Apr 2018

Getting into Medical School 2020 Entry  
£14.99 ISBN 978 1 912943 22 7 | Apr 2019

Getting into Oxford & Cambridge 2020 Entry 
£14.99 ISBN 978 1 912943 24 1 | Apr 2019

Getting into Pharmacy & Pharmacology Courses 
£14.99 ISBN 978 1 911067 76 4 | Mar 2018

Getting into Physiotherapy Courses   
£14.99 ISBN 978 1 912943 18 0 | Mar 2018

Getting into Veterinary School   
£14.99 ISBN 978 1 911067 41 2 | Mar 2017

Getting into Psychology Courses   
£14.99 ISBN 978 1 912943 20 3 | Mar 2018

The University 
Choice Journal
Written to support 
the reader 
through the 
complete process 
of university 
decisionmaking. 
Split neatly into 
ten separate 
themes, covering 
everything 
from values 
and strengths, 
to university visits and finances, 
the journal asks thoughtprovoking 
questions on each important topic 
to both inspire and guide the reader 
to make informed choices. With 
plenty of room to record reflections 
and notes throughout, the journal 
helps to answer questions such as: 
Why do I want to go to university?; 
Should I study an academic course 
or vocational one?; What does it cost 
to study at university?; What would I 
gain from taking a gap year?; Should 
I do a degree with a placement year?
The journal also includes additional 
space to record university visits and 
interview preparation.

£8.99 ISBN  978 1 911067 64 1  | Jan 18

Pack of 10
£80.00    ISBN 978 1 911067 94 8

Pack of 25
£180.00  ISBN 978 1 911067 95 5 

HE CHOICES & APPLICATIONS

Getting into... Set of 5 (  new edition titles)
£70.00 ISBN 978 1 912943 33 3 | Apr 2019

Special  
offer 
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HE CHOICES & APPLICATIONS

University Interviews
Impressing at interview is a key part of 
university admissions and is often vital to 
students securing a place on the course 
or university of their choice. Written in 
collaboration with leading institutions, this 
guide covers the entire interview process, 
from developing interview skills to sample 
questions and what to expect on the day, 
giving students the best chance of success.

£14.99 ISBN 978 1 911067 55 9 | Oct 2017

British Qualifications 2019
Now in its 50th edition, British Qualifications 
2020 is the definitive one-volume guide to 
every recognized qualification on offer in 
the United Kingdom. With an equal focus on 
both academic and professional vocational 
studies, this indispensable guide has full 
details of all institutions and organisations 
involved in the provision of further and higher 
education, making it the essential reference 
source for careers advisers, students, and 

employers. It also contains a comprehensive and up-to-date 
description of the structure of further and higher education in the 
UK, including an explanation of the most recent education reforms, 
providing essential context for the qualifications listed. 

British Qualifications 2020 is compiled and checked annually 
to ensure the highest currency and accuracy of this valuable 
information. Containing details on the professional vocational 
qualifications available from more than 350 professional 
institutions and accrediting bodies, informative entries for all UK 
academic universities and colleges, and a full description of the 
current structural and legislative framework of academic and 
vocational education, it is the complete reference for lifelong 
learning and continuing professional development in the UK.

£89.99 ISBN 978 0 749497 40 8 | Nov 2019

How to Write a Winning UCAS 
Personal Statement

This guide provides students with 
first-hand guidance on how to impress 
university admissions tutors and create 
a winning personal statement. It takes 
a fresh look at how students can make 
the most of their university or college 
application, teaching how to successfully 
sell themselves for the first time and secure 
their dream place at university.

£14.99 ISBN 978 1 909319 89 9 | May 2016

• Includes insider tips on what admissions tutors are really 
looking for, common mistakes to avoid as well as subject-
specific advice for all the main degree disciplines

• Features extracts from real personal statements to give 
students insights into good practice

Best UCAS Personal 
Statements: A Handbook for 
all Subject Areas PDF
This handbook is an essential aid to 
every higher education adviser/Head 
of Sixth Form working with students on 
their Personal Statements. It contains 
comprehensive advice, directed at students, 
on every aspect of putting together a 
quality, individualised Personal Statement 
and the appropriate pages can be given 
to students, to focus their research. The 
Personal Statement Questionnaire is a good 
starting point, preceding the writing of the first draft of the Personal 
Statement and students can also use the grid to record their skills, 
qualities and experiences and match them with what Admissions 
Tutors are looking for. 

This resource is provided as a PDF and can only be  
used at the site of purchase.

£79.95 +VAT ISBN 978 6 000027 60 5 | Feb 2020

The Personal Statement 
Planner (Pack of 20)

Your students have only one opportunity 
to show their favourite universities how 
enthusiastic and suitable they are for 
their chosen course. Part textbook and 
part workbook, the Personal Statement 
Planner is designed to be referred to and 
written in, and is an invaluable new way to 
help applicants make the most of their one 
chance to impress. Available for schools in 
packs of 20.

£20.00 ISBN 978 1 906711 25 2 | Jan 2016

Getting into Teacher Training
This is your guide to how to prepare for, 
approach and succeed in the Professional 
Skills Tests for Trainee Teachers. It 
takes you through how the tests work 
and includes hints and tips on what to 
expect and how to respond. It offers clear 
and concise guidance on revision and 
examples of questions so you can prepare 
for the tests and pass. Also included is 
essential information on teaching and 
schools, knowledge of which may help 
you pass the tests, and information on 
how to successfully apply to Initial Teacher 
Training (ITT) in England. This third 
edition has been updated and improved 
throughout and provides an introduction 
to the many routes into teaching.

£19.99 ISBN 978 1 526427 79 3 | Nov 2017
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HE CHOICES & APPLICATIONS

Oxbridge Entrance
The Oxbridge guide which has enabled students, teachers and 
families to effectively tackle the two universities’ challenging 
admissions process for over a decade. Fully updated, it will be of 
particular value to the maintained sector and to any school with 
little history of Oxbridge Success.

£12.99 ISBN 978 0 954594 49 7 | Jul 2018

So You Want to go to 
Oxbridge
Applicants to Oxford and Cambridge are ambitious, 
academically-gifted, and accomplished - so how do admissions 
tutors decide who is offered that highly competitive place? And 
when an interviewer asks you to ‘tell me about a banana’, what 
exactly are they looking for in your answer? 

So you want to go to Oxbridge? Tell me about a banana... is full 
of practical advice on how to make an informed application 
to Oxbridge at each stage of the increasingly competitive 
admissions process, featuring contributions from former 
admissions tutors and the team at Oxbridge Applications, the 
education consultancy. This edition now includes 50 brand new 
interview questions, and new chapters on submitting written 
work, reapplying to Oxbridge, and the new Oxbridge Admissions 
Tests. This guide draws on the experiences of thousands of 
successful Oxbridge graduates who provide insight into how they 
would approach the application process if they had to do it all 
over again.

£12.99 ISBN 978 1 916261 60 0 | Aug 2016
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Get into Medical School: 
1250 UKAT Practice Questions
With 1250 UKCAT practice questions (including a full mock exam), in-depth 
explanations and comprehensive tips and techniques spanning over 768 pages, 
this book constitutes an ideal preparation tool for the UKCAT, helping candidates 
save time, retain focus and optimise their score. 

The book shows how to approach each type of question (abstract, verbal and 
quantitative reasoning, decision making and situational judgement) and helps 
candidates familiarise themselves with all the potential traps that can be laid by 
the examiners. 

The overwhelming range of exercises that it contains will enable all UKCAT 
candidates to refine and optimise their technique to answer questions under 
strict time constraints. This book replicates the breadth and depth of the different types of questions that can be 
asked in the live UKCAT test and the spectrum of difficulties that it covers (from normal to stretching), which makes 
it an ideal preparation tool for all those who want to achieve a high score and maximise their chances of getting 
into the medical school of their choice.

£15.00 ISBN 978 1 905812 26 4 | May 2017

Score Higher on the UKCAT
Score Higher on the UKCAT offers best expert preparation written by teachers and 
doctors who have helped thousands of students to prepare for the exam. With 
1000 practice questions, including mock exams, this book offers invaluable tips 
on how to approach the questions correctly and strategies on time management. 
The authors have carefully studied all the recent changes to the exam ensuring 
that every question is representative of the real test.

Readers can undertake a diagnostic test at the start of the book to get a flavour 
for the exam and see where they may need extra help. Chapters dedicated to 
each section of the UKCAT exam guide candidates through examples, exercises 
and timed practice sessions to enable them to answer questions in:  
verbal reasoning, quantitative reasoning, abstract reasoning, decision 
analysis, and situational judgement.

£12.50 ISBN 978 0 198779 23 0 | Jun 2016

Get into Medical School for 
Undergraduate 2020/21
Now in its 9th Edition, theMSAG Undergraduate Entry Medicine book 
has been a trusted reference for almost a decade. It is currently used 
nationwide for both applicants and career advisers. Tailored by Dr Dibah 
Jiva, this is THE most comprehensive guidebook in the UK.

What’s included?

• Comprehensive and up-to-date information
• Covers all UK medical schools (inc. the new ones)
• Dedicated sections for home and international applicants
• Over 30 collaborators from across the UK
• How to decide if medicine is right for you
• How to make a strong, stand-out application
• Advice on building your extracurricular portfolio
• How to write an excellent personal statement
• How to ace your medicine interview

£16.99 ISBN 978 1 999804 45 9 | Aug 19
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STUDYING ABROAD & GAP YEARS

Studying Abroad
With university costs higher than ever 
studying abroad has become increasingly 
popular with over 37,000 students 
currently studying overseas. This guide to 
studying overseas covers the most popular 
areas to study overseas including Europe, 
Asia, Australia, New Zealand, Canada 
and the USA, plus less common locations 
for inspiration. Accurate and accessible 
- covers the pros and cons of studying 
overseas in each area, including real-life 
case studies from students currently there.

£14.99 
ISBN 978 1 844556 40 3 | Sep 2016

Gap Year 
Guidebook
For more than 20 years, the gap-year 
guidebook has provided up-to-date, 
unbiased and essential advice for those 
considering a gap-year, year out or career 
break. The guidebook is divided into 
informative chapters and is the must-have 
reference book for anyone considering 
volunteering, working or studying at home 
or abroad, learning a new skill and much, 
much more.

£14.99 
ISBN 978 1 911382 43 0 | Nov 2017

Uni in the USA
With UK fees skyrocketing and competition for places at Oxford, 
Cambridge and other top British universities tougher than ever, Uni 
in the USA is a must-read for anyone thinking of studying across the 
pond. Uni in the USA is the definitive guide to US universities for 
British students, containing reviews of over 65 selected universities. 
This book walks you through universities from Harvard to Stanford 
and tells you how to choose, how to apply and how to pay. The 
down-to-earth and often hilarious reviews could only have been 
written by British students interviewing other students - one even 
sofa-surfing and criss-crossing the US by Greyhound bus, talking 
to students at universities across the country and writing spot-
on reviews as he went. Uni in the USA takes readers through the 
application process, step by step, and gives insider info on getting 
in, scholarships, fellow students, best dormitories and campus 
bars, life on campus and off. In short, what it’s really like to be 
there.

£20.00 ISBN 978 1 909963 13 9 | Jul 2017

The Rough Guide to:  
First Time Around the World
Whether you’re heading off on a gap year or taking a sabbatical, 
the full-colour The Rough Guide to First-Time Around the World 
will be indispensable when planning your trip. From the big 
things (entry requirements, round-the-world tickets) to the very 
smallest (how many pairs of socks you’ll need), this guide has you 
covered. Beyond the inspirational section on how to enrich your 
trip, it includes maps, regional profiles, an FAQ section, a directory 
and plenty of practical, budget-conscious tips. The Rough Guide 
to First-Time Around the World also contains a well-researched 
selection of the best the internet has to offer independent 
travellers, from using your phone abroad to the best services 
available through the new sharing economy, plus information on 
staying safe on the road and how to pick volunteer programmes 
wisely. Planning your first trip around the world can be daunting 
for even veteran travellers, but the Rough Guides author leads you 
through the process with experience, insight and humour, showing 
you how to create your own journey - not just how to tick off 
everything you’re “supposed” to see.

£13.99 ISBN 978 0 241204 09 2 | Feb 2016

Work Your Way Around  
the World
This is the authoritative guide to travelling and working your way 
around the world. It is packed with first-hand information and tips 
from people who have worked their way around the world using 
this guide already. With essential information for anyone working 
while they travel, from potential job opportunities to background 
information on culture and lifestyle in each country, plus all the 
vital advice covering work permits, visas, safety and medical 
information.

£16.99 ISBN 978 1 844556 47 2 | Aug 2017
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Release Your Inner Drive: Everything You 
Need to Know About How to Get Good 
Stuff Written specifically for teenagers and with colourful info-graphics 

throughout, this book is designed to show young people how they 
excel in school and in life. The graphics distil the latest research 
in psychology and neuroscience alongside explanations, insights 
and strategies to help teenagers thrive and flourish. Topics covered 
include how to; take control, find your motivation, make revision 
stick, perform under pressure, ace exams, get a good night’s sleep, 
take care of yourself, learn from sporting champions and develop a 
growth mindset.

£9.99 ISBN 978 1 785831 99 7 | May 2017

Mindfulness for Students
Using a unique combination of mindfulness-based techniques and 
study skills, this book shows students how to apply mindfulness 
to their studies and everyday life in simple, practical steps. It 
introduces a wealth of tools and techniques that can be applied 
to specific study contexts, such as listening in lectures, completing 
assignments and preparing for exams, and shows readers how 
mindfulness can help them to manage the stresses of student life 
more effectively. Chapters are rich in guided activities, meditations, 
observations and reflections and full of engaging illustrations. 

This hands-on guide to mindfulness is a must-read for students of all disciplines and 
backgrounds who are looking to bring a sense of calm to their lives and give their studying 
technique a boost.

£12.99 ISBN 978 1 352002 35 5 | May 2018

A Students’ Guide to Success 
at Almost Everything
This book, supported by a companion website, 
highlights some simple techniques that help 
demystify the learning process and improve 
learning opportunities. Designed for senior 
school, college, university or returning adult 
students, this ‘dip in and out’ compact guide 
assists readers with the development of 
preferences in managing personal learning effectively. 

The book is divided into four sections and covers topics including:

£12.97 ISBN 978 0 993543 70 8 | Feb 2016

This book contains detailed tips and advice on the A and AS level 
process, from creating a revision timetable, to coursework, all the 
way down to the final exams. Students can discover what kind of 
learner they are and what revision techniques work best for them. 
Written with students and parents in mind, this ‘how to study’ 
guide is essential for those wanting to enhance their revision and 
increase their A-Levels.

Written and created by the UK’s leading career and educational 
specialists, this study guide includes:

• In-depth coverage of different learning styles and 
appropriate revision techniques for each.

• Tips on how to perform excellently in exams, including 
combating stress.

• Subject-specific revision tips.
• Proven strategies to increase grades.
• Bonus advice for parents/carers to help maximise their 

child’s potential.Bullet 3

Pass Your GCSEs 
with Level 9s
This book contains 
detailed tips and 
advice on the 
GCSE process, 
from creating a 
revision timetable, 
to coursework, all 
the way down to 
the final exams. 
Students can 
discover what kind 
of learner they are and what revision 
techniques work best for them. Written 
with students and parents in mind, this 
‘how to study’ guide is essential for those 
wanting to enhance their revision and 
increase their GCSE levels. 

Written and created by the UK’s leading 
career and educational specialists, this 
new study guide includes:

• In-depth coverage of different 
learning styles and appropriate 
revision techniques for each

• Tips on how to perform excellently in 
exams, including combating stress

• Subject-specific revision tips
• Proven strategies to increase grades
• Bonus advice for parents/carers to 

help maximise their child’s potential.

£9.99  
ISBN 978 1 911259 14 5 | Feb 2017 

Pass your A Levels 
with A*s

£9.99 ISBN 978 1 911259 15 2 | Mar 2017

• How your ‘mindset’ can 
affect the way you learn; 
confidence building 
strategies; making sense 
of academic writing; 
exam stress.

• How to access easy to 
understand sources; 
how to pass exams and 
assessments at the very 
first attempt; create 
a presentation in 5 
minutes.

• Free web tools; effective 
web searching; reverse 
link searching; accessing 
old and outdated web-
links; subject gateways 
and databases.

• Planning for Life / Work 
/ Learning; Looking after 
the Voice; Engaging with 
Physical Activity; Sleep 
and Rest; Home and Away 
Food.
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The World of Work 2020-2021
This pack contains a range of user friendly, 
stimulating exercises and activities 
designed to support the work related 
learning and enterprise education 
agenda within schools and colleges. The 
materials can be used to liven up a careers 
education programme and deliver LMI in 
a fun way. The LMI activities support the 
Gatsby benchmarks, the CDI Framework 
for careers, employability and enterprise 
education and the national Quality in 
Careers Standard.

£69.99 ISBN 978 6 000026 39 4 | May 2020

What Employers Want: 
The Employability Skills 
Handbook
Uniquely written for students and college 
leavers, this is a practical guide to helping 
identify and improve the skills, attitudes 
and behaviours required by today’s 
employers. The book aims to help readers 
secure their first job and equip them for 
the world of work and guides them on 
how to:

£14.99 ISBN 978 1 911067 52 8 | Apr 2017

New content for this edition includes: advice on developing 
the most sought-after personal characteristics and habits in 
the workplace, including the importance of determination, 
emotional intelligence and having a positive approach. It 
also includes brand new case studies from students and 
employers to help with taking that important first step on the 
career ladder.

Brilliant Employability Skills
Brilliant Employability Skills has been fully 
updated and expanded to help readers 
identify and develop their transferable 
skills and create an employability profile 
to compete successfully in today’s highly 
competitive job market. This books 
provides graduates with the tools and 
techniques to stand out from the crowd 
and land the job they want.

£14.99 ISBN 978 1 292158 90 7 | Feb 2017

Personal Development Guide 
2020

This book shows how to develop your 
abilities in ways that will help you 
succeed in your future career. Aimed 
at those starting research into possible 
courses in higher education, thinking 
about a gap year, or how to compile your 
UCAS application. With suggestions and 
exercises to give you an idea of what is 
available and understanding how to best 
match these opportunities to your own 
needs.

£9.99 ISBN 978 1 906711 33 7 | Sep 2019

Work Experience Journal 
(Pack of 10) An exciting 36 page full colour student 

Work Experience Journal based on the 
CBI definitions of employability skills 
(Team Working, Customer Awareness, 
Problem Solving, Self-Management, 
Communication, Numeracy and ICT). 
It covers all aspects of a successful 
placement: arranging the placement 
and preparation, health and safety and 
induction, employment law, a skills audit 
and a record of skills developed in the 
workplace and a review section. A5. Sold in 
packs of 10.

£12.50 +VAT ISBN 978 6 000022 76 1 | 2014

• Identify the skills they already possess and show them how 
to articulate these to future employers

• Expand their range of existing abilities to increase their 
employability

• Create a skills profile to use as a basis for job applications 
and to refer to before interviews.

EMPLOYABILITY 
& JOB HUNTING
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Ultimate Job Search
This book, subtitled “Master the Art 
of Finding Your Ideal Job, Getting an 
Interview and Networking”, enables the 
reader to prepare an excellent CV, answer 
tough interview questions and impress 
prospective employers. A ‘one-stop shop’ 
for all job hunters, it aims takes the stress 
out of job hunting and provides advice 
on every stage of the job hunting process 
from preparing a powerful CV, sample cover 
letters and emails that come across as genuine and making a 
great impression at interviews to dealing with offers and rejections 
in a positive manner. With an exhaustive breadth of detail and 
real-life up-to-date comments from employers and recruitment 
professionals, this is invaluable to anyone looking to get their 
dream job at any stage of their career.

£14.99 ISBN 978 0 749481 40 7 | Jul 2018

Getting Your First 
Job for Dummies
Finding a job can seem daunting, 
especially when it’s a brand new 
experience. There’s a lot to know and often 
a lot of pressure. Getting Your First Job For 
Dummies is designed to take the stress out 
of the job search process and help the reader land a job offer. 

Covers; identifing your talents and strengths, networking, how to 
interview with confidence and how to evaluate an offer. Written 
in plain English and packed with step–by–step instructions it also 
gives tips and advice on writing customised resumes, conducting 
company research and using online job search sites.

• Determine what kind of job suits your interests and skills.
• Write a compelling cover letter.
• Know what to expect in an interview.
• Effectively negotiate an offer.

Whether you’re still in school or navigating the world as a recent 
graduate, Getting Your First Job For Dummies arms you with the 
skills and confidence to make getting your first job an exciting and 
enjoyable process.

£17.99 ISBN 978 1 119431 46 6 | Jan 2018

Employabilty Skills Posters (Set of 2)
This set of 2 posters asks students to assess their readiness for employment:

• How much do I know about myself? (Self-awareness skills) 

• Do I have the drive to succeed? (Careers exploration and career planning skills) 

A2 laminated.

£16.00 +VAT ISBN 978 6 000021 04 7 

A2 posters

JOB HUNTING

How Do I… Get a Job? Game
This game is designed as a resource to 
help young people learn to understand 
and prepare for work experience, job-
seeking, interviews and coping with the 
workplace. This fun discussion card-
based activity encourages participants to: 
answer questions, appraise themselves, 
decide whether advice suggested is 
good or bad and role-play situations and 
interactions using hypothetical scenarios. 
Each pack consists of 70+ cards.

£27.99 +VAT ISBN 978 0 863887 78 9

Job Search Hints and Tips
Job Search Hints and Tips is a set of 10, A4 
leaflets covering all aspects of researching 
and applying for jobs and apprenticeships.  
Topics covered include writing a CV, a skills 
checklist, psychometric testing, completing 
applications forms, interviews, using social 
media and useful job search websites.  This 
resource will support schools and colleges 
in meeting Gatsby Benchmarks 1, 2 and 3. 
Supplied in PDF format. 

£49.95 +VAT ISBN 978 6 000027 15 5 | Jul 2019

RESOURCES
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#Jobsearch: 
Helping you to 
get the job or 
apprenticeship 
you want
An indispensable 
guide to finding 
the job or 
apprenticeship 
you want. With 
top tips from 
real employers 
and professional 
careers staff about: 
where to look for 
work, how to apply, CV and letter writing 
and interview tips. New for this edition is 
an expanded section on effective use of 
social network sites for your job search, a 
guide to those skills that all employers are 
looking for in their workers and some tips 
on the specialist skills needed to find work 
in a city financial district.

£16.99 
ISBN 978 1 910135 04 4 | Sep 2015

Ultimate Job 
Hunting Book
From crafting the 
perfect CV and 
finding a dream 
job, to writing a 
great cover letter 
and winning at 
interview, this is a 
dynamic collection 
of tools, techniques 
and strategies for 
success. Discover 
the main themes, 
key ideas and tools needed and bring it all 
together with practical exercises. This is a 
complete course in finding that perfect job.

£14.99 
ISBN 978 1 473683 93 8 | Jul 2018

Essential Guide to 
Job Hunting  
(Pack of 5 booklets)
The Essential 
Guide to Job 
Hunting is full of 
expert advice and 
support for young 
people looking for 
work and applying 
for jobs and 
apprenticeships. 
It also supports 
students seeking part-time jobs, 
volunteering opportunities and work 
experience. High quality booklets sold in 
packs of 5.

£17.50 
ISBN 978 6 000026 21 9 | Apr 2018

             
                      
             
                      Job Hunting

Essential Guide to

VACANCY

VACANCY

VACANCY

How to Succeed at Job Interviews the 
Easyway
How to Succeed at Job Interviews updates the previous editions 
following ongoing appraisals of job interviews techniques, the 
methods used by employers to recruit staff and the skills needed 
by staff when attending job interviews in this more competitive 
economic climate. Compiled by a careers advisor who specialises 
in coaching people of all ages to enter the employment market, 
the book is very comprehensive and will equip those filling in 
applications and attending job interviews with enhanced skills.

£8.99 ISBN 978 1 847167 07 1 | May 2017

APPLICATIONS, CVS AND 
INTERVIEWS

Assessment Centre Success
Subtitled: Your Ultimate Resource of Practice Exercises and Sample 
Questions to Help you Ace the Activities, Beat the Competition and 
Impress Employers. Assessment Centre Success contains a bank of 
practice exercises and insider tips to help you succeed. Individual 
exercises are covered, including how to deliver good presentations, 
reports, interviews and analysis under pressure as well as group 
exercises such as problem solving and team presentations. Expert 
guidance on how to demonstrate the key skills employers are 
looking for demonstrates how to show yourself in the best possible 
light under challenging circumstances: including leadership, team 
work, industry knowledge, keeping calm under pressure, decision 
making, analytical skills, confidence and communication skills.

£14.99 ISBN 978 0 749483 13 5 | Jul 2018

Great Answers to 
Tough Interview 
Questions
One of the best-
selling job-hunting 
books of all time 
this title takes the 
reader through 
the whole process; 
from composing a 
CV and preparing 
for interviews 
to interview 
techniques, 
answering tough questions and even 
negotiating a salary. Full of the difficult 
questions that interviewers might pose, 
the author gives expert tips and suggested 
answers to tackle the tricky ones 
including:

Why should I give you the job? What is 
your biggest weakness? What are your 
salary expectations? How long would 
you stay with the company? What is 
your greatest strength? Why do you 
want to work here?

£12.99 
ISBN 978 0 749481 42 1 | Aug 2017
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Why You?  
101 Interview 
Questions You’ll 
Never Fear Again
From classic 
questions like 
‘tell me about 
yourself’ and ‘what 
are your greatest 
weaknesses?’ to 
puzzlers like ‘sell 
me this pen’ and 
‘how many traffic 
lights are there 
in London?’, This 
book reveals what interviewers are really 
asking and how to answer them. Designed 
to enable the reader to adopt the right 
mindset to safely cross the minefield that 
is the job interview to achieve success on 
the day.

£9.99 
ISBN 978 0 241297 13 1 | Jan 2017

Knockout 
Interview
Tough questions 
like these can 
unnerve even the 
most confident 
jobseeker, proving 
that it’s not 
always the best 
candidate who 
gets the job, it’s the 
best interviewee. 
Whether a first-time jobseeker, career-
changer, or returning after a break, 
Knockout Interview is an indispensable 
toolkit.

Now thoroughly revised and updated to 
reflect today’s demanding job market, 
featuring:

• 125 of the most common interview 
questions

• a ‘fast-track’ preparation option if 
your interview is tomorrow

• more sample answers to challenging 
questions

• new insights into what goes wrong in 
an interview and why.

£11.99 
ISBN 978 0 077189 56 3 | Feb 2017

Giving hundreds of template CVs and cover letters, job-related interview answers as well as 
thousands of practice questions, the Ultimate series is the last word in bagging your ideal 
job. Whether you need to learn how to write the very best cover letter, produce a stand-out 
CV, master the art of interviewing, or be fully prepared for the various different types of 
aptitude tests, this series aims to provide essential advice and practice to any job-seeker. 
Whether you are a school-leaver, graduate or career changer, it caters for all levels of roles: 
from management and supervisory, to clerical and administrative.

Ultimate Aptitude Tests
£14.99 ISBN 978 0 749482 08 4 | Jul 2018

Ultimate Cover Letters
£14.99 ISBN 978 0 749481 66 7 | Aug 2018

Ultimate CV
£14.99 ISBN 978 0 749481 53 7 | Aug 2018

Ultimate Interview
£14.99 ISBN 978 0 749481 38 4 | Jul 2018

Ultimate Job Search
£14.99 ISBN 978 0 749481 40 7 | Jul 2018

Ultimate Presentations
£14.99 ISBN 978 0 749481 30 8 | Aug 2018

Ultimate Psychometric Tests
£14.99 ISBN 978 0 749481 63 6 | Aug 2018

Ultimate Series
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JED: Job Explorer Database
Careersoft’s Job Explorer Database (Jed) makes careers 
information understandable, interesting and engaging. It 
contains impartial information including description, pay, LMI 
and routes and choices on 850+ jobs (over 2500 career titles) 
presented in a clear and lively way that students of all abilities 
can understand.

Includes over 340 high quality videos, plus pictures, quizzes, ‘top 
tens’, career facts of the day and text. Jed’s quizzes take minutes 
to do, not hours, so users can get on with exploring careers and 
thinking about what will and won’t suit them. Jed also contains 
over 50 factsheets covering a variety of job explorer topics. 
Including why jobs matter, choices at 14+, 16+ and 18+, getting a job and getting a degree.

Jed helps raise aspirations by showing how current studies link to future careers, and 
encourages students to start thinking about choices in school and beyond. Jed can help 
you deliver great CEIAG and attain the Gatsby benchmarks. 

£254 +VAT ISBN 978 6 000002 44 2 

Includes First Jed –  a simplified version of Jed presented in a way that is popular 
with younger students and some special needs. Text-to-speech in Jed reads out text, 
highlighting the words on the screen as it goes. With easy font and colourful clickable 
World of Work map, Jed brings comprehensive information and accessible career 
exploration to a wide range of ages and abilities.

Updated several times a year.  Access Jed on the internet or installed from disc. Site licence 
or Personal licence available. Free trial available. Annual licence.  

Higher 
Ideas
The 
comprehensive 
resource for 
exploring higher 
education 
options. Tell 
Higher Ideas 
about your interests, ambitions, and 
current studies and it will help you 
discover degree-level courses and places 
to consider. 

Each study area includes details on what 
it’s about, where you can study and the 
school subjects and grades needed. 
Featuring over 37,000 courses, with 
details, UCAS codes, deadlines, the places 
you can study them and links to further 
information. Also with 100+ factsheets on 
a variety of subjects relevant to making 
smart higher education choices. 

Updated several times a year. Internet only. 
Site licence or Personal licence available. 
Free trial available. Annual licence.  

£190 +VAT ISBN XHIS 

JED and Higher Ideas Bundle
Buy JED and Higher Ideas together and save 10% off the individual 
licence prices with this special offer bundle.

£399.60 +VAT ISBN 978 6 000020 89 7 

Special  
offer 
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Businessmaker+
Careers education isn’t all about finding 
a job; with help and support, many 
people have what it takes to create a job. 
businessmaker+ inspires and supports 
with ideas and practical knowledge to turn 
them into a business maker. 

Included in businessmaker+ is over 100 
detailed business ideas, 230+ practical 
business factsheets and a collection of 
checklists to help get it right when starting 
out. An inspirational and practical resource 

£285 +VAT ISBN 978 6 000021 43 6 

eCLIPS

eCLIPS is an easy-to-use, student-
friendly online careers resource, offering 
accurate and impartial information to 
help students make the right choices 
for their future. It provides information 
on over 1,400 careers, complete with 
live-streamed labour market information 
to encourage exploration of the full 
range of opportunities. There’s help for 
students looking for career ideas, with 
information providing a broad overview 
of careers areas, careers linked to school/

£220 +VAT ISBN 978 6 000003 47 0 

How can eCLIPS help you?

• Written specifically for 11-19s by 
career professionals

• Helps young people consider the 
full range of options

• Live-streamed labour market 
information 

• Live vacancies by postcode

• Information catering for all 
abilities and stages 

• Careers linked to school/college 
subjects 

• Impartial advice to help choose 
study and employment options 
and prepare for the world of work 

• An interactive career matching 
tool

• Helps schools meet the Gatsby 
Benchmarks

Special  
offer

Buy JED or  
Higher Ideas  

as well and  
receive a  

10% discount. 

college subjects and an interactive career 
matching tool. In addition, there is a 
wealth of advice on study options and 
employment choices to help students 
make informed decisions and prepare for 
the world of work.

Trusted by schools, colleges, careers 
services and careers advisers for over 30 
years, eCLIPS is written by professional 
careers writers in consultation with over 
700 industry experts.

Now with a fresh modern look and 
some great new features.

One simple login per institution and 
unlimited access at school and at home. 
Helps schools meet Gatsby Benchmarks. 
Suitable for KS3/ KS4, post-16 and adults. 
Free demo available. Mobile and tablet 
friendly.

combining great ideas for self-employment 
and entrepreneurship with practical details 
on how to get started. Use businessmaker+ 
to help young people and adults move into 
becoming job creators, rather than just job 
hunters. 

Updated several times a year. Internet only. 
Site licence or Personal licence available. 
Suitable for KS4 to adult. Free trial 
available. Annual licence.   
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HEAP Online has now become University Directions, a module of 
Indigo, a new complete online careers guidance platform.

The decision of where to go to university is a huge one for any 
student. There are hundreds of universities and institutions offering 
thousands of course combinations. As a Careers Leader, providing 
all of your students with truly individual guidance and support 
is not easy either. Fortunately, Indigo is powered by the trusted 
content from HEAP, including in-depth university profiles, UCAS 
points and course profiles.

 Indigo’s Unis module is a powerhouse of university and course 
data, presented in an engaging and illustrated way. Students can 
view in-depth profiles for over 150 UK universities and institutions 

including admissions 
policies and employment 
rates, UCAS points offers 
for every course and 
advice on the application 
process. Creating lists of 
favourites is easy, Indigo 
will even recommend 
similar or related 
universities.

Indigo University Directions

SOFTWARE AND ONLINE RESOURCES

£329.17 +VAT ISBN 978 6 000027 34 6

Not every student knows what they want to be “when they 
grow up”. Even those that do know will still need some help 
and guidance along the way. It can be a minefield of almost 
infinite career pathways, courses and university choices.

Teaching careers guidance isn’t exactly simple either. How can 
you be sure you are giving every student the individual support 
they need? What about keeping up to date with the latest 
careers, suitable university courses and entry requirements? 

Free demo available! If you are interested in seeing more or for a no obligation quote please email:  
tom.towers@optimus-education.com  or call Tom on: 020 8514 9584

Add in the need to meet Gatsby Benchmarks and demonstrate 
everything to Ofsted and you have a real headache. We get 
that.

The good news is that Indigo has been designed by experts 
with decades of careers education experience to help. Phew.

All prices are subject to VAT. Discounts are available on purchases 
of multiple modules and for multiple sites.

The Unis module is a great basis for 
classroom conversation, with tools to 
compare institutions and create lists for 
discussion. Each university profile also 
includes real-life insights and interviews with 
staff and faculty about studying at that institution.

It doesn’t stop there either. Your subscription includes even more:

Providing students with the tools to explore potential university 
pathways is only half the story. That’s why Indigo includes a huge 
range of resources, reports and discussion tools to support you as 
their careers guide, as well as keep track of their progress. That’ll 
make it easier to demonstrate impact and activity for Ofsted and 
fulfil those Gatsby Benchmarks…

What’s more, every subscription includes explorations of over 
8,500 courses, powered by the team at HEAP, to provide up-to-the-
minute information on entry tariffs, typical offers and much more.

As if that wasn’t enough power in your arsenal, a bank of lessons 
around building powerful personal statements and attending 
interviews is also included.
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Not everyone knows what they want to be when they “grow up”. 
Where do you start? Even those that do know need a little help to 
discover and learn more about their dream career. The Careers 
module from Indigo can help. With over 600 comprehensive job 
profiles to filter, search and explore, along with real-life insights 
from people in those careers, prepare for a classroom of inspired 
young people!

Students can explore by skillset, industry type, qualifications or 
even potential salary, filtering a world of career pathways down to 
a select few that are best suited to them. Each profile is presented 
in a bright, engaging and illustrated way – many including brand 
new video-based case studies and interviews – with up-to-date 
labour market information as well as inspiring real-life insights.

The Careers module is a great basis for classroom discussion; what 
does an average day look like in that job? How does one career 
compare to another? What could you be earning in ten years? What 
is the qualification or experience roadmap to get there?

Indigo doesn’t stop there either. Your subscription includes even 
more:

Providing students with the tools to explore their future careers 
is only half the story. That’s why we include a huge range of 
resources, reports and discussion tools to support you, as their 
careers guide, as well as keep track of their progress. That’ll make 
it easier to demonstrate impact and activity for Ofsted and fulfil 
those Gatsby Benchmarks…

What’s more, every subscription includes over 60 comprehensive 
lesson plans for Key Stage 3 and Key Stage 4 to prepare students 
for all progression routes, academic and vocational.

Helping you deliver a whole-school careers curriculum, including 
full support for non-specialist teachers.

Indigo Careers
Inspire your students.  
Put a whole world of careers at their 
fingertips.

£329.17 +VAT ISBN 978 6 000027 61 2

If there are any two words guaranteed 
to make a careers administrator break 
into a cold sweat, those words are “work 
experience”. Sourcing, planning and 
coordinating work experience placements for dozens if not 
hundreds of students would send even the most organised person 
into a spin. Indeed, many schools no longer offer a work experience 
programme because of this drain on resources.

At Indigo they think that loss of opportunity is a huge shame, so 
they’ve developed the WorkEx module to help. Hurrah!

Indigo’s WorkEx module is designed to remove the feeling of plate-
spinning when coordinating your students’ work experience. With 
one central tool you can mass-email businesses and organisations 
to gather details of available placements they can offer. A bank 
of pre-written email templates will automatically continue 
communications with your contacts throughout the year to ensure 
arrangements are made.

What’s more, WorkEx can match your students to their most 
appropriate placement using their stored personal, job and sector 
interests from their time in the Careers module.

Clear visual reporting tools have been designed to record and help 
you demonstrate details of all work experience activity, as well 
as your meetings and conversations with students. All this in one 
handy tool. You’ll wonder how you ever managed without it.

They don’t stop there either. Your subscription includes even more:

Organising work experience placements is only part of the story. 
WorkEx can also help you confirm Health & Safety checks are in 
place and confirm approvals are received. You’re welcome.

What’s more, the 
WorkEx module also 
comes with access 
to articles from the 
Indigo Digest online 
magazine – a treasure 
trove of curated 
content and features 
specifically covering 
the field of work 
experience. These can 
provide a valuable 
basis for classroom 
activities, lessons 
and discussion with 
students preparing for 
their placements.

Brand new to WorkEx, 
a ready-to-use 
database of contacts 
and details for the 
Top 100 employers across 
the UK, as well as a host of 
featured work experience 
placements.

Indigo Work 
Experience

£329.17 +VAT ISBN 978 6 000027 34 6
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Careers Web

A dynamic online careers platform to help you raise the profile of careers in your school, 
support the delivery of your agenda and make your job easier. 

Careers Web allows your school to create its own personalised careers website/VLE, brings 
together in one place all of the online applications/interactive tools your students will need 
to start making decisions about their future and provides a complete set of management 
tools to help you track your students’ aspirations, actions, choices and applications. It also 
produces reports for individual students, tutor groups and year groups. There is even a 
dedicated section for parents and a full suite of teaching resources for teachers, including a 
programme of 60 lesson plans.

£399 +VAT ISBN 978 6 000025 70 0 

Digital Action Plan

Take the hard work out of collecting 
student data with this digital action plan. 
We will add your school logo and colours 
as standard and design the content to be 
as extensive or a simple as you want. 

This resource can be used for you to collect 
data on options choices, post 16 plans or 
for use in your own guidance interviews. 

The completed content is sent to an email 
of your choosing as a pdf and students can 
receive a copy of their own plan which they 
can return to, edit and re-submit. Receive a 
spreadsheet of all the data so you can plan 
your interviews or interventions and share 
with colleagues. You can embed the plan 
to your VLE  via a direct html link. 

Our action plan content can include: 
career ideas, industry sectors of interest, 
key skills, hobbies, career values, favourite 
subjects, A level or GCSE choices, 
destination plans post 16 and more. 

See visual reports of live data as the plans 
are completed. If you wish to purchase 
more than one action plan to collect 
different data, please contact us for a 
discounted pricing option. 

Purchased as an annual site licence and a 
free trial is available.

£65 +VAT          ISBN 978 6 000024 30 7

Career Companion 
Extra
This all-age portal will provide significant 
support to emerging Career Hubs; saving 
masses of time as they complement their 
own content to tried and trusted national 
resources.  This year will see significant 
developments to the advisercomp@nion 
portal as further CEIAG/Gatsby resources 
for Career Leaders are added. Career 
Companion Extra: Bespoke website for 
Schools, Colleges and Career Regions/
Consortia. 

£350 +VAT ISBN 978 6 000024 21 5 

Annual licence is per postcode with 
discounts for: 10+ locations, SEND/
Hospital, PRU/HMP/YO establishments. 

Includes national, regional, local content, 
Local Manager tool, Staff + Student /Parent 
versions. 

Seamless access to national site, training, 
and online support. 

Appropriate for KS3, KS4 and Post 16 
Careers for Learning Lesson Plans to meet 
Gatsby Benchmarks
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Special offer 

RESOURCES

POSTERS
Careers and Jobs 
in Posters Set 1  
(Set of 10)

£59.99 +VAT   ISBN 978 6 000023 94 2

Business and Finance ISBN 978 6 000023 98 0

Catering and Hospitality             ISBN 978 6 000024 00 0

Construction ISBN 978 6 000023 96 6

Creative and Media ISBN 978 6 000024 02 4

Engineering ISBN 978 6 000023 95 9

Environment, Animals  
and Plants                  ISBN 978 6 000024 04 8

Hair and Beauty ISBN 978 6 000023 99 7

Health and Social Care ISBN 978 6 000024 03 1

Information Technology              ISBN 978 6 000024 01 7

Public Services ISBN 978 6 000023 97 3

Careers and Jobs in Posters 
Set 2 (Set of 8)
£49.99 +VAT        ISBN 978 6 000025 47 2

Education, Training and  
Childcare                                      ISBN 978 6 000025 41 0

Legal and Political Services           ISBN 978 6 000025 43 4

Marketing and Advertising              ISBN 978 6 000025 44 1

Retail and Customer Services        ISBN 978 6 000025 45 8

Security and Armed Forces             ISBN 978 6 000025 46 5

Sport and Fitness ISBN 978 6 000025 39 7

Transport and Logistics ISBN 978 6 000025 40 3

Travel and Tourism ISBN 978 6 000025 42 7

©

careers and jobs in 

legal and 
political 
services

Magistrates’ Court Assistant
Trade Mark Attorney

Barrister
Court Usher

Lawyer
Legal Secretary

Licensed Conveyancer
Political Researcher
Solicitor
Politician 
Court Reporter
Advocate
Legal Adviser
Patent Attorney
Patent Examiner
Legal Executive

Entry Routes:
Apprenticeships 

Work-Based Learning
FE /HE Courses

Law politics 1.indd   1 10/05/2017   14:01

Enhance your careers coverage with these eye-catching 
and informative posters which link sectors with jobs and 
careers. 

A2 Laminated.  
Also available to purchase individually for £8.99 +VAT each.

Set 1 + Set 2                  £99.99 +VAT ISBN 978 6 000025 48 9 
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offer 
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Employability Skills Posters (Set of 2)
This set of 2 posters asks 
students to assess their 
readiness for employment:

“How much do I know 
about myself?”
(Self-awareness skills)

“Do I have the drive to 
succeed?”
(Careers exploration and 
career planning skills) 

A2 Laminated

£16.00 +VAT ISBN 978 6 000021 04 7 

Subject Posters (Set of 10)

interested in

art and design?

photography
graphic design
tattoo artistry

fashion design
visual merchandising

prop making
interior design

animation
model making

stage/set design

signmaking
art conservation
product design

architecture
floristry

costume design
special effects work

website design
illustration

gold/silversmithing

then think about a career in...

©

ArtandDesignA2.indd   1 05/09/2013   09:48

£59.99 +VAT    ISBN 978 6 000020 40 8

Art and Design   
ISBN  978 6 000021 67 2

Drama, Dance or Music   
ISBN  978 6 000021 58 0

Design and Technology   
ISBN  978 6 000021 41 2

English  ISBN  978 6 000021 66 5

Geography   
ISBN  978 6 000021 64 1

History  ISBN  978 6 000021 65 8

Maths  ISBN  978 6 000021 42 9

Modern Languages   
ISBN  978 6 000021 62 7

Physical Education   
ISBN  978 6 000021 63 4

Science  ISBN  978 6 000021 40 5

interested in
drama, dance or music?

sound engineering
DJ-ing

choreography
music publishing
backing singing
classical music

arts administration
TV and radio production

dance teaching
theatre acting 

radio presenting
music journalism

contemporary dance
drama therapy

composing
events management

make-up artistry
camera operating
festival organising

stage managing

then think about a career in...

©

DramaDanceMusicA2.indd   1 04/11/2013   12:31

interested in 

design & technology?

aeronautical engineering
electronics

motor vehicle maintenance
architecture

furniture making
printing

cybernetics
consumer science

product design
computer games design

mechanical engineering
vehicle design

packaging technology
carpentry

prosthetics
software engineering
telecommunications

food technology
structural engineering

IT support

then think about a career in...

©

DesignandTechA2.indd   1 05/09/2013   09:57

interested in 

science?

botany
forensic science

dentistry
astronomy

medicine
laboratory research

genetics
meteorology

cosmetic science
marine biology

chemical engineering
biochemistry

zoology
environmental health

pharmacology
nanotechnology
food technology

toxicology
radiography

veterinary work

then think about a career in...

©

scienceA2.indd   1 05/09/2013   09:54

interested in

history?

archaeology
museum/gallery curating

museum exhibition designer
history teaching

archive work
tourism

costume design
library work

model making
auctioneering

stonemasonry
law

antique dealing
architecture

heritage work
conservation

historical research
genealogy

anthropology
politics

then think about a career in...

©

HistoryA2.indd   1 13/11/2013   15:55

interested in 

geography?

travel consultancy
cartography

energy engineering
town planning

geology
landscape architecture

meteorology
environmental science

tourism
nature conservation

seismology
forestry

housing management
the Merchant Navy

airline work
oceanography

waste management
land surveying

hydrography
logistics

then think about a career in...

©

geographyA2.indd   1 29/08/2013   13:45

interested in 

English?

marketing
script writing
proofreading

public relations
primary school teaching

broadcasting
copywriting
library work

TV or theatre directing
speech & language therapy

publishing
journalism

bookselling
technical writing

advertising
office administration

advisory work
translating

editorial work
the legal profession

then think about a career in...

©

EnglishA2.indd   1 29/08/2013   11:33

interested in 

moder n languages?

community development
linguistics

airport work
language engineering

customer services
bilingual classroom assisting

cruise ship work
interpreting

intelligence work
the diplomatic service

tourist information work
international law

hotel management
tour operating

the European Commission
aid work

exporting/importing
immigration

travel agency work
teaching english abroad

then think about a career in...

©

LanguagesA2.indd   1 29/08/2013   11:47

©

interested in 

maths?

astronomy
civil engineering

optometry
operational research 

air traffic control
electrical engineering

stockbroking
insurance

market research
accountancy

debt support work
payroll management

statistics
economics

pensions management
quantity surveying

trading
actuarial work

valuation
bank cashiering

then think about a career in...

MathsA2.indd   1 05/09/2013   10:00

interested in 

physical education?

sports therapy
lifeguarding

fitness instruction
sports coaching

youth work
sports psychology

physiotherapy
outdoor pursuits instructing

sports development
PE teaching

exercise science
sports equipment sales

personal training
firefighting

sports nutrition
the Armed Forces

stunt work
professional diving

close protection work
sports event management

then think about a career in...

©

PE_A2.indd   1 29/08/2013   12:54

This great value set of 10 posters links career areas with school subjects to help students 
understand their relevance and the opportunities that studying these subjects offers 
them. Each poster lists 20 different careers areas. Alternatively, the posters are available to 
purchase individually for £8.99 +VAT each.

Which Way Now?  
Poster

This brand new poster is designed to 
encourage students to think about how 
choosing their Key Stage 4 options can 
influence their future. It lists key points to 
consider and advice on ensuring future 
success.

£8.99 +VAT    ISBN 978 6 000025 62 5

It’s Your Choice!  
Poster

 This brand new poster is designed 
to encourage students to think about 
how choosing their Post 16 options can 
influence their future. It lists key points to 
consider and advice on ensuring future 
success.

£8.99 +VAT     ISBN 978 6 000023 58 4

Which Way Now? 
And It’s your 
Choice  
Posters  
(Set of 2)

£16.00 +VAT   ISBN 978 6 000023 59 1
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POSTERS

Apprenticeship Posters (2nd Edition) (Set of 3)

As well as facts 
and figures these 
full colour, A2 
posters also list 
the different job 
sectors in which 
different types of 
apprenticeships 
are available. 

Apprenticeship Poster  £8.99 +VAT  ISBN 978 6 000026 64 6

Degree Apprenticeships Poster £8.99 +VAT  ISBN 978 6 000026 65 3

Higher Apprenticeships Poster £8.99 +VAT  ISBN 978 6 000026 66 0

Career Posters (set of 5)

Also available individually at £8.99 +VAT each. A2 Laminated.

Career and Learning Routes  ISBN 978 6 000016 93 7

Career Goals ISBN 978 6 000016 94 4

Career Interests ISBN 978 6 000016 95 1

Career Skills ISBN 978 6 000016 96 8

Work Environment ISBN 978 6 000016 97 5

£19.99 +VAT    ISBN 978 6 000026 67 7

£34.99 +VAT   ISBN 978 6 000016 98 2

Portrait 
Curriculum 
Careers Pack 
(Set of 12 Posters)

Series of career posters which highlight 
some key opportunities for students 
studying the core subjects. Each poster 
contains 18 potential industries/sectors of 
interest with 25 occupations for students 
to consider.

This contemporary, image heavy graphic 
will make an prominent display in your 
subject classroom or school corridor. 
The set include maths, English, history, 
geography, languages, chemistry, 
physics, biology and Information 
Technology, Art, Music and Sport. 

Size: B3 (500mm x353mm).

£80.00 +VAT   ISBN 978 6 000025 71 7

How to find the 
Right Careers  
for Me Poster
How to find the 
right career for me? 
This poster takes 
you through a step 
by step guide on 
how students can 
determine the right 
career for them. 
It’s a great guide 
for teachers, tutors and parents to know, 
if they want to work through these steps 
alongside students. Features: A2 portrait 
format; 170gsm gloss paper; full colour.

£9.99 +VAT     ISBN 978 6 000024 19 2

Alternatively, the posters are available to purchase individually for £8.99 +VAT each.
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POSTERS

Career Guidance 
Charts Posters

Art & design, beauty & hair, 
dance & musical theatre, 
fashion & textiles, film & tv, 
food & drink, music industry, 
marketing & advertising, 
product design, print 
publishing & packaging.

£60.00 +VAT ISBN 978 6  000020 92 7

These charts are a unique collection of vocational displays. 
The series includes some of the latest occupations with 
over 25 careers per chart. Inspire your learners and 
improve occupational knowledge with these posters.  
Each colour poster is A3 laminated (unless indicated).

Creative Careers Posters 
(Set of 10)

Contains over 30 occupations 
in the motor industry to 
inspire your learners with 
a range of possibilities for 
this popular sector. Explores 
a variety of sector specific 
careers from motorsport 
occupations, careers in sales or repair services. 

£7.00 +VAT ISBN 978 6  000022 05 1

Motor Industry Poster

Explores a range of jobs 
where entry without any 
formal qualifications is a 
real possibility.  Designed for 
students and those working 
at level 1 on the NQF, the 
poster suggests a range 
of sectors and occupations for students to consider and 
explore. Lists over 35 career opportunities.

£10.00 +VAT ISBN 978 6  000023 12 6

Progress into Work Poster: 
Jobs for those with few or 
no qualifications (A2)

A single poster covering 
all the major services. 

£60.00 +VAT ISBN 978 6  000020 92 7

Uniform 
Services 
Poster

£7.00 +VAT ISBN 978 6  000020 93 4
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Teaching Kids to 
Thrive
Teaching Kids to Thrive explores the key 
elements of learning that go far beyond 
subject matter knowledge and academic 
skill measurement.

The book covers what it takes to help 
students move beyond merely coping 
and surviving. The authors aim to teach 
students how to thrive and how to navigate 
successfully whatever the future holds 
for them. This title explores teaching 
social-emotional learning (SEL) skills 
as dispositions toward lifelong success. 
After reading this book, teachers will be 
more able to: use mindfulness strategies, 
help students build upon their existing 
ability to self-regulate and motivate 
themselves, guide students in developing 
their growth mindsets, cultivate an attitude and culture of perseverance in the classroom, 
incorporate resilience practices into everyday lesson planning and interactions, help 
students internalize how they can be responsible students and citizens and demonstrate 
how honesty and integrity can help build stronger relationships and foster a community 
of support and empathy. Use the strategies, tips, guidelines, stories, reflections and 
inspiration from this book to ensure that students excel not only in their academic skills, 
but also in their thrive skills, which lay the foundation for a healthy, whole, centered and 
grounded young adulthood.

£20.99 ISBN 978 1 506326 93 1 | Jul 2017 

Body Image 
Programme
A comprehensive resource packed full of 
activities to develop positive and confident 
girls with a focus on body image. 

Organised into structured weekly sessions 
this programme acknowledges that 
developing a strong and healthy body-
image during early adolescence can 
positively affect young people’s ability to 
form and maintain healthy friendships 
and relationships, avoid risky behaviour, 
maintain school attendance and academic 
attainment 
and build an 
optimistic 
outlook for the 
future. 

For ages 
7-14. With 
accompanying 
CD.

£45.00 
ISBN 978 1 909380 11 0 | Jan 2017 

The Life Board Game
The Life Board Game allows users to dip into the “pool of life” and decide upon a 
personality and lifestyle. Decisions value and life goals are revealed, shared and recorded, 
highlighting what they value in life. Students are then encouraged to take steps to achieve 
the lifestyle that they have identified as desirable.

£45.00 +VAT ISBN 978 6 000026 15 8 | 2017 
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Talkabout for Teenagers
This is a complete group-work resource offering a hierarchical 
approach for teaching 
social and relationship 
skills to teenagers. Divided 
into six modules, each 
with a 6-week teaching 
plan with worksheets and 
photocopiable resources. 
The modules are: self/other 
awareness; assertiveness 
skills, body language; the 
way we talk; conversational 
skills and relationship 
skills. Presented as A4, 
wireo-bound and includes a 
CD-ROM of resources.

£41.99 ISBN 978 1 138065 78 9 | Sep 2017 

Money£ense Board Game
Money£ense is an exciting board game that covers topics such as: 
the functions and uses of money, the importance and practice of 
budgeting, managing risk, income and expenditure, credit and 
debt, insurance, savings and pensions in a lively, challenging and 
thought-
provoking 
way. 
Suggestions 
are given for 
different ways 
of playing 
which make 
it a flexible 
resource and 
is designed 
primarily for 
14-18 yr olds.

£45.00 +VAT    ISBN 978 1 909207 98 1  

Island Life
Learn to budget, bank and exchange money on an island holiday. The islands have 
different currencies so players need to exchange money to ensure they use the correct cash 
on each island. 

Players learn to budget their money to make sure they have enough before setting off to 
each attraction. Players save their money in a bank account and see the advantages of 
using debit cards compared to cash. 

Suitable for 4 single players, or to work with 4 pairs of students.

Island Life: Budgets and Exchange    £20.00 +VAT  ISBN 978 6 000015 95 4 
Set of 8      £100.00 +VAT  ISBN 978 6 000027 31 5

Island Life: Buying and Banking         £20.00 +VAT   ISBN 978 6 000015 94 7 
Set of 8            £100.00 +VAT  ISBN 978 6 000026 44 8

Octaquiz
Players compete to answer questions from the CD-ROM quiz which comes with the board 
game. While playing, they learn more about managing their income and testing their 
understanding of budgeting. 

They are also challenged in their knowledge of calculating interest charged when you 
borrow and what is paid to you when you save. 

This is a really exciting way to learn about saving and borrowing and to understand money 
for those moving into the place of work. 

Suitable for 4 single players, or to work with 4 pairs of students.

OctaQuiz: Income and Expenditure    £20.00 +VAT  ISBN 978 6 000015 93 0 
Set of 8           £100.00 +VAT  ISBN 978 6 000026 32 2

OctaQuiz: Saving and Borrowing        £20.00 +VAT   ISBN 978 6 000015 92 3 
Set of 8            £100.00 +VAT  ISBN 978 6 000027 33 9
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Savings Game
In this game, players save up for a 
major purchase and work their way 
round the board picking up cards for 
expenditure and income. They will 
get jobs (and lose them) and have to 
make routine purchases while carefully 
saving enough. Cash isn’t safe, but you 
will need some. Some purchases can 
be paid for by card, while the saving 
account pays interest. So players must 
sensibly juggle money between cash and different bank accounts. The game has 
been beautifully produced in full colour with top quality components. They are 
packed in a school-friendly carrying bag for easy storage and durability. Suitable 
for 4 players, or to work with 4 pairs of students.

Per game  £20.00 +VAT ISBN 978 6 000015 96 1

Set of 8   £100.00 +VAT ISBN 978 6 000026 45 5

To Your Credit
This is a Financial Literacy game 
accredited by PFEG in which each 
player takes on the role of a different 
character, helping them to achieve a 
successful lifestyle. The winner is the 
first player to achieve their personal 
targets with their finances properly 
managed and on track! Take turns to 
move around the board, picking up 
opportunity cards, making payments, 
earning study points and paying off your credit cards. Learn to manage your 
finances and make important decisions while playing this exciting board 
game. An excellent game to play at home or in school. Designed to support 
the Citizenship curriculum: financial capability. Supported by comprehensive 
teachers’ notes. Suitable for 4 players, or to work with 4 pairs of students.

Per game   £20.00 +VAT ISBN 978 6 000015 98 5

Set of 8   £100.00 +VAT ISBN 978 6 000024 91 8

Web Wheeler Dealer
This is a game of entrepreneurship. It 
gives learners the chance to develop 
their skills in enterprise by buying 
and selling on the internet. The game 
board represents the web browser 
where players buy and sell. Players 
collect sets of items and offer them 
for sale. A set is always worth more 
than the sum of its parts! The items 
are playing cards which the players 
will need to keep carefully so their opponents cannot work out what they are 
collecting. The game has been beautifully produced in full colour with top quality 
components. They are packed in a school-friendly carrying bag for easy storage 
and durability. Suitable for 4 single players, or to work with 4 pairs of students.

Per game  £20.00 +VAT ISBN 978 6 000015 97 8

Set of 8   £100.00 +VAT ISBN 978 6 000027 30 8

#Jobsearch: Helping you to get the job or 
apprenticeship you want    36
100 Activities for Teaching Study Skills  
- Teachers Toolkit    18
A Students’ Guide to Success at Almost Everything  33
A-Z of Careers & Jobs  7
All you Need to Know About the Music Business 10
Amazing Jobs: Engineering 14
Amazing Jobs: Maths 14
Amazing Jobs: Science 14
Amazing Jobs: Technology 14
Apprenticeship Poster 44
Apprenticeship Posters (2nd Edition) (Set of 3) 44
Apprenticeships in… PDF 21
Art and Design Poster 43
Assessment Centre Success 36
Be a Young Entrepreneur 12
Becoming a Successful Graphic Designer 10
Becoming a Successful Illustrator 10
Best UCAS Personal Statements:  
A Handbook for all Subject Areas   29
Body Image Programme 46
Brilliant Employability Skills 34
British Qualifications 2019 29
Business and Finance Poster 42
Businessmaker+ 39
Career and Learning Routes Poster 44
Career Coach 23
Career Companion Extra 41
Career Companion SEND 25
Career Goals Poster 44
Career Guidance Charts 2018 8
Career Guidance Charts: Vol 1, Vol 2 & Vol 3 8
Career Horizons 1 (KS3) 18
Career Horizons 2 (KS4) 18
Career Horizons 3 (KS5) 18
Career Ideas - PDF 22
Career Interests Poster 44
Career Journeys for Young People:  
A Starter Guide for Parents and Carers     8
Career Posters (set of 5) 44
Career Skills Poster 44
Careers 2019 6
Careers 4 Me at KS3 & Career and More at KS4 23
Careers and Jobs in Posters Set 1 42
Careers and Jobs in Posters Set 2 42
Careers Guidance Charts eBook Online 8
Careers Web 41
CASCAID Manager 41
Catering and Hospitality Poster 42
Choose the Right A-Levels 21
Complete Careers: A Complete KS3 Careers  
Education Programme    23
Complete University Set 3
Confused About Your Choices? Poster 44
Construction Poster 42
Consulting 2019: TARGETjobs 13
Creative and Media Poster 42
Creative Career Coaching: Theory into Practice 8
Creative Careers Posters (Set of 10) 45
Degree Apprenticeships Poster 44
Design & Technology: Subject Posters 14
Design and Technology Poster 43
Digital Action Plan 40
Directions 2019 21
Don’t Leave Your Career to Chance Poster 44
Drama, Dance or Music Poster 43
eCLIPS 39
Education, Training and Childcare Poster 42
Employabilty Skills Posters (Set of 2) 35
Engineering 2019: TARGETjobs 13
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Engineering Poster 42
English Poster 43
Entertainment Journalism: Making It Your Career 10
Environment, Animals and Plants Poster 42
Essential Guide to Job Hunting 36
Essential Schools Resource Pack 2019-20 3
Ethical Careers Guide: How to Find Work You’ll Love 10
Fashion Careers: Behind the Scenes Series 10
Fast Tomato 40
Film Careers: Behind the Scenes Series 10
Finance 2019: TARGETjobs 13
Gap Year Guidebook 2018 32
Gatsby 4 Set 6
Gatsby 4 Set Posters 6
Geography Poster 43
Get Careers Advice Posters (Set of 4)  44
Get into Medical School Undergraduates UK  
2019/20     30
Get into Medical School:  
1250 UKAT Practice Questions   31
Getting into Art & Design Courses 28
Getting into Business & Economics 28
Getting into Dental School 28
Getting into Engineering Courses 28
Getting into Law 28
Getting into Medical School 2020 Entry 28
Getting into Oxford & Cambridge 2020 Entry 28
Getting into Pharmacy & Pharmacology Courses 28
Getting into Physiotherapy Courses 28
Getting into Psychology Courses 28
Getting into Teacher Training 29
Getting into Veterinary School 28
Getting Started 2019 21
Getting Your First Job for Dummies 35
Go Wild with LMI 2019-2020 22
Going for an Interview 24
Going on Work Experience 24
Great Answers to Tough Interview Questions 36
Hair and Beauty Poster 42
HE Ideas Leaflets - PDF 27
HE Ideas Posters - PDF 27
Health and Social Care Poster 42
HEAP 2020   27
Higher Apprenticeships Poster 44
Higher Education Resource Pack 2019-20 4
Higher Ideas 38
History Poster 43
How 2 Become: a Beauty Therapist  11
How 2 Become: a Crime Scene Investigator 11
How 2 Become: a GCHQ Intelligence Analyst 11
How 2 Become: a Police Inspector Direct Entry 11
How 2 Become: a Police Officer 11
How Do I… Get a Job? Game 35
How to Become a Teacher 11
How to Complete Your UCAS Application  
2020 Entry     28
How to find the Right Careers for Me Poster 43
How to Succeed at Job Interviews the Easyway 36
How to Write a Winning UCAS Personal Statement 29
I Can Do Work Experience 24
I Can Fill In Application Forms 24
I Can Get Paid for That? 10
I Can Survive Interviews 24
I Can Write a CV 24
I Want To Be… The Big Book of Jobs 7
Indigo: University Directions 40
Information Technology Poster 42
Island Life Game 47
Issues: Alcohol 47
Issues: Changing Families 47
Issues: Disability in the UK 47

Issues: Global Conflict 47
Issues: Suicide and Self-Injury 47
Issues: Understanding Cannabis 47
IT & Technology 2019: TARGETjobs 13
It’s Your Choice 2018/19 20
JED: Job Explorer Database 38
Job Facts - PDF 25
Job Search Hints and Tips 35
Knockout Interview 37
Kudos 41
Kudos AD 41
Law 2019: TARGETjobs 13
Legal and Political Services Poster 42
Marketing and Advertising Poster 42
Maths Poster 43
Maths: Subject Posters 14
Mindfulness for Students 33
Modern Languages Poster 43
Money£ense Board Game 47
Motor Industry Poster 45
Music Careers: Behind the Scenes Series 10
Need Help with Career Ideas Poster 44
Occupations & Surfing Occupations Bundle 7
Occupations 2019-2021 7
Octaquiz Game 47
On the Spot Careers Leaflets 24
Oxbridge Entrance 30
Panjango Trumps: Future Jobs 12
Panjango Trumps: The Fun Way to Discover  
& Explore the World of Work   12
Pass your A Levels with A*s 33
Pass Your GCSEs with Level 9s 33
Personal Development Guide 2019 34
Physical Education Poster 43
Portrait Curriculum Careers Pack (Set of 12 Posters) 44
Progress into work poster 25
Progress into Work Poster: Jobs for those with  
few or no qualifications (A2)   45
Property 2019: TARGETjobs 13
Public Services Poster 42
Qualification Routes Poster 44
Release Your Inner Drive: Everything You  
Need to Know About How to Get Good Stuff  33
Retail and Customer Services Poster 42
Savings Game 48
Science Poster 43
Science: Subject Posters 14
Score Higher on the UKCAT 31
Security and Armed Forces Poster 42
So You Want to go to Oxbridge 30
Sport and Fitness Poster 42
Starter Schools Resource Pack 2019-21 3
Starting a Successful Business 12
Starting an Online Business 12
STEM Careers 13
STEM Posters: Set of 10 14
Step Ahead for ages 13-14 17
Step Forward for ages 14-15 17
Step Further for Post 16 17
Step into the Future for ages 15-16 17
Step On for ages 12-13 17
Step Up for ages 11-12 17
Student Library Set 2019-20 3
Study Skills For Students with Dyslexia 25
Studying Abroad 32
Subject Posters (Set of 10) 43
Surfing Occupations (2nd Edition) 7
Talkabout for Teenagers 46
TARGETcareers: Construction, Engineering  
& Property 2019    13
Teaching 2019: TARGETjobs 13

Teaching Kids to Thrive 46
Teaching Pre-Employment Skills to 14-17 Year Olds 24
The A Level Mindset 19
The A level Mindset Student Workbook 19
The Apprenticeship Guide 2019 21
The Bonkers Book of Jobs 13
The Careers Directory 2019 7
The Careers Leaders Handbook 6
The GCSE Mindset 19
The GCSE Mindset Student Workbook 19
The Good University Guide 2020 26
The Life Board Game 46
The Panjango Game 12
The Personal Statement Planner 29
The Publishing Business 10
The Quality In Careers Standard 5
The Real Game 16
The Rough Guide to: First Time Around the World 32
The Student Mindset 18
The Ultimate Medical School Application Guide 31
The Ultimate Medical School Interview Guide 31
The Ultimate Oxbridge Interview Guide 30
The Ultimate UCAS Personal Statement Guide 31
The University Choice Journal 28
The VESPA Mindset Student Workbook 19
The World of Work 2019-2020 22
To Your Credit Game 48
Transport and Logistics Poster 42
Travel and Tourism Poster 42
Ultimate Aptitude Tests 37
Ultimate Cover Letters 37
Ultimate CV 37
Ultimate Interview 37
Ultimate Job Hunting Book 36
Ultimate Job Search 35
Ultimate Job Search 37
Ultimate KS3/KS4 Bundle 2019-20 4
Ultimate Presentations 37
Ultimate Psychometric Tests 37
Understanding and Challenging the SEND  
Code of Practice    25
Uni in the USA 32
UniFACTs’s entry Parents and careers 2020 27
UniFAQs Entry 2020 27
Uniform Services Poster 45
University Interviews 29
Unsure Which Route to Take? Poster 44
Web Wheeler Dealer Game 48
What do graduates do 2018/2019 27
What Employers Want:  
The Employability Skills Handbook   34
Which A Levels 21
Which GCSEs 21
Which Way Now? 2018/19 20
Why You? 101 Interview Questions  
You’ll Never Fear Again    37
Work Environment Poster 44
Work Experience Journal 34
Work Your Way Around the World 32
Working in Careers Relating to your  
Favourite Subjects    15
Working in Creative Careers 15
Working in Enterprising Careers 15
Working in Ethical & Green Careers 15
Working in Higher & Degree Apprenticeships 15
Working in History 15
Working in Key Occupations for the Future 15
Working in Motorsport 15
Working in STEM 15
Working in the Gig Economy 12
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Our top annual events
Optimus Education’s one-day conferences bring school leaders and managers together, helping 
you go back to your school ready to implement practical strategies and new policies that work. 

Become an Optimus Education member today
Optimus Education’s memberships offer a wealth of educational resources available for all your staff. These 

include legally-approved model policies, job role specific year planners, skills audits, Ofsted checklists, high-profile 
conferences, and more than 40 CPD-certified and certificated training courses equivalent to more than 250 hours of 

learning.

All our resources are created by industry experts. They are designed to save you money, while taking the stress and 
time out of school management and staff development.

Keep up to date with the latest programmes and find local events in your area at 
oego.co/ERU-2020-Events

To find out more, visit oego.co/ERU-Memberships or call us on 020 8315 1506

‘The event was really well organised with a lot of information to 
take away and share with my colleagues’

Senior Year Leader, Ark Boulton Academy

January
• Effective Operations of Multi-Academy Trusts – London

February
• Assessment within Special Educational Needs and Disability – London

• Inclusion & Wellbeing – MENA 2020 – Dubai

• Supportive Behaviour Management – London

• Financial Management for Schools – London

March
• DPO Training Update – Birmingham 

• Supporting Staff Wellbeing – Manchester

April
• Independent Schools’ Wellbeing – London

June
• Driving Sustainable Growth in Multi-Academy Trusts – London and 

Manchester

• HR and Employment Law in Education – London and Manchester 

• Leading Your Curriculum with Confidence – London and Manchester 

• Leading Safeguarding – London

September
• Child Protection in Education – London, Manchester and Bristol

• DPO Training Update – London

October
• MATs Summit 2020 – Birmingham

• Delivering Statutory Relationships and Sex Education – London and 

Manchester 

November
• Mental Health & Wellbeing in Schools – London and Manchester

• Supporting Staff Wellbeing – London and Manchester





This is one of the 
most important 
dates in my calendar,

The UK’s leading series of 
conventions for people 
passionate about careers.

SOUTH 5 MARCH 2020 ASHTON GATE STADIUM, BRISTOL

NORTH 12 MARCH 2020 CENTENARY PAVILION, LEEDS UTD FC

LONDON 17 MARCH 2020 OLYMPIA CENTRAL, LONDON 

CENTRAL 24 MARCH 2020 RICOH ARENA, COVENTRY

the ideas generated from the event act as a 
basis for future planning of activities in school. 
ELIZABETH BETTS, EAST BARNET SCHOOL

To find out more about our skills, career and apprenticeship 
events for young people, visit prospectsevents.co.uk

P rospects Events are the market leader in delivering skills, career and apprenticeship 
events across the UK. Our annual events are free to visit and offer exhibitors direct access 
to students, young people, families, teachers and career professionals.                                 

Prospects Events is part of Shaw Trust, one of the largest 25 charities in the UK, helping 
to transform the lives of young people and adults across the UK and internationally. 
As part of a group headed by a registered charity, any profits made via the commercial 
trading businesses including Prospects Events, can only ultimately be used in funding the 
charitable objectives of the group.

SAVE THE DATE...


